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In this graduation report fran the Technica! tlliversity of EiOOhoven a 
rn.mt:ler of investigatioos are preSellted carried out at the ASM lithograP'lY 
facilities in Veldhoven. 'lhe experiments are carried out en the illllllinatien 
and projection system of the ASM-L PAS2500 wafer steRJer. 

'lhese experi.nelts involve investigatioos oo the tN light souree used (short 
are high pressure nercury are) , the crostructien of a seccn:Jary light souree 
and investigatioos on the effect of coherence ( ' relati ve souree si ze' ) en the 
image quality (Ml'F, resist profile). 

'lhe choice of the light souree depems on the desired properties of the 
secorrlary light souree (size, thr~t, intensity distrirutien) arxl several 
lanp eperating corrlitions such as electrode ten\)eratures arxl lanp 
deterioratien. In order to gain a better insight in the lanp; eperating 
properties a great 11\.lllber of neasurenents are carried out, incluling 
neasurenents of the plasma ten\)erature. A sui table neasurenent nethad was 
fot.n'rl for the neasurenent of the plasma tençerature in the nercury lanp; for 
micro lithograptic awlications. '!bis nethad is based en absolute intensity 
neasurenents of the 546 mn emission line of the nercury wi th a self absorbtion 
correction. 

'Ihe effect of a variable degree of caberenee is investigated bath by 
reasuring ( relati ve) M1'F values of the projeetien lens wi th a device called an 
image sensor arxl by actuall y examining the resist profiles in an electron 
microscope (SEM). Bath the image quality arxl the depth of focus (OOF) inproved 
by using a lower degree of coherence a (nore coherent light) for periadie 
gratings wi th a periodici ty near the resolut.ien limit of the projeetien lens. 

'lhe li thogra{ilic sinulation program Proli th by c. Mack was fourrl to be 
unsatisfactory in no:ieling these experinents. 



SAMENVATl'IN:; 

< rutdi abStact) 

In dit afsb.rleerverslag van de Technische tlliversiteit Eindhoven worden een 
aantal experimenten gepresenteerd die verricht zijn bij ASM LitOOgra(ily in 
Veldhoven. De experimenten zijn verricht aan het verlichting&- en projectie 
systeem van de .ASM-L PAS2500 wafer steR;ler. 

Deze experimenten bevatten een aantal cn)erzoekingen aan de tN lichtbrat 
die gebruikt wordt (hoge druk kwik boogentlading net korte boogafstarrl); de 
constructie van een secumaire lichtbrat en cn)erzoekingen naar het effect van 
de coherentiegraad ( relatieve broogrootte) op de beeld kwaliteit ( M1'F, profiel 
in de fotogevoelige laag). 

De keuze van de lichtbrat hangt af van de gewenste eigenscl1aR_)en van de 
securmire lichtbrat (grootte, thrCUJhplt, intensitietsverdeling) en een 
aantal coodi ties waarcn)er de lanp bedreven wordt (electrode teRperaturen en 
lanp vercuiering) • On een beter inzicht te krijgen in de_ eigenschaJ;:pen van de 
lanp zijn een groot aantal netingen verricht waarcnier plasmatenperatuur 
netingen. Een geschikte net:hc:rle is gevcn:len an de plasmatenperatuur te meten 
in de kwiklanpm die gebruikt worden in de microlitOOgrafie. Deze met:hc:rle is 
gebaseerd op absolute intensiteitsm:!tingen van de 546 rn emissielijn van het 
kwikatoom net een zelfabsorbtie correctie. 

Het effect van een variabele coherentiegraad is cnierzocht door zowel de 
( relatieve) M1'F van de projectielens te neten net behulp van een zogenaam:le 
beeldsensor en door de profielen in de fotogevoelige lak te cnierzoeken in 
een electronemnicroscoop (SEM). zowel de beeldkwaliteit als de focusdiepte 
verbeteren door een lagere coherentiegraad a (neer coherent licht) te 
gebruiken voor tralies met een periodiciteit dicht bij de resolutielimiet van 
de projectielens. 
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'!he production of micro chips consists of a large rnmtler of steps which 
involve prooesses such as resist spinning, mask printing, resist processing 
arrl etching. ene of the rost inportant steps is printing the desired 
structures en the wafer. A I11.li!Ver of sourees can be used for projeetien : Ien 
beam, electren beam, X-ray arrl TN light. For the tulk of the micro chips 
produced nowadays TN light sourees are used ftreas rore than ooe image of the 
reticle is printed en the sane wafer (step arrl repeat). In order to print 
nultiple images of the IIBSk on the wafer usually the wafer is nrJVed after each 
exposure to the new positien (wa.fer stewer). 

A.S.M. Lithograpty is a joint venture between A.S.M. Internatiooal 
(Bilthoven) arrl Philips (Eirx:hJven). In the A91-L facilities in Veldhoven 
wafer stewers are produced of the reeluctien type. (the image is 5 times 
smaller than the mask). '!he techoologies used in these machines are partly 
developed in the Philips Science laroratories (Philips Natwrkurdig 
LaOOratorium, Siliccn Repeater project). 

'!he ASM ste(p!rs are capable of printing structures in the sub-mieren 
regien (ci<:Mn to 0. 7 mieren). 'Ibis inp:>ses state of the art demards en the 
accuracies that have to be net (alignment, reproducibility, focussing etc.). 

A IlllllDer of aspects of the illtlllinatien arrl projeetien system of the ASM 
P.AS2500 wafer stewer are examined. '!hese investigaticns involve the nercury 
vapJUr TN-light souree (electrcrle tellp!ratures, plasma teap!ratures, laup 
outpJt), the eenstructien of a secax1ary light souree arrl the effect of 
coherenee (relative souree size) en the image quality (Ml'F, resist profile). 
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CliAPlER 1: ILiatiNATI<N AND PROJECTI<N SYSTEM 

In this chapter a rn.nrber of aspects of the optical system used in the 
PAS2500 wafer steRJer will be introduced. First of all the optical system 
i tself will be described ( figure 1.1) . In the rest of this chapter SCl'IE 

quantities that are important for the projection of the mask on the wafer will 
be examined such as the m:x:iulation transfer function (Ml'F) of the projection 
lens arrl the throughplt of an optical system. 

1.1 (\?tical colunn 

In figure 1.1 the optica! column of the PAS2500 wafer stepper is given. 

•' d 

WAFER--0 

INTEGRATOR 

SHUTTER 

~LMIRROR 

~ HgLAMP 

I I 
I I 

..._ I I 
' ....._ I I 
'-, '\..._ I 

' I ..._ I 

'~~~ 
COLDMIRROR 

FIELDLENS 
INTEGRATOR lENS 
NTERF. FILTER 

FIELDLENS 

figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the cpt.ical col\.1111 in a PAS 2500 
wafersteRJer 

'Ihe rost important eleroont in the optical colunn is the projection lens. 
Great care is taken to ensure that the lens suffers from Rdnimal aberrations. 
'Ihe lens only suffers from these Rdnimal aberratians using light with a narrow 
barrlwidth ( FWHM = 5 nm) . 

'Ihe rn.merical aperture (NA) of the lens arrl the wave length at which it 
operates are very inp:>rtant properties of the lens since they determine both 
the Rayleigh depth of focus (OOF) arrl the resolution (mnimal resolvable 
feature size according to the Rayleigh criterion) that can be achieved: 

(Rayleigh) OOF = + _À_ 
- 2 NA2 
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Chapter 1: illumination an::i projection system 

resolution = 
NA 

In the micro 1i thograP'IY these lenses are used to create an image in the 
resist on a wafer. It is catm:n practice to redefine the OOF an::i resolution in 
order to take the effects due to the presence of a resist layer at the focal 
plane into consideration [MAC88]: 

(Rayleigh) OOF = i" k À 

NA2 
(1.2) 

resolutien • K _À __ 
NA 

The coefficient k is a resist and resist processing dependent parameter 
(typically between 0.4 and 0.9). K is another parameter dependent en the 
resist arr:l the resist process used (typically betwen 0.5 arr:ll.O). 

'1he light srurce with which the reticle (-aask) is ill\Binated is a short 
are high pressure mercury vapoor laap (of the type investigated in c:hapter 2) • 
In order to print the informatien of the reticle ento the wafer with the right 
exposure energy throughout the wafer the reticle liUSt be uniformly illuminated 
(specified in PAS2500: ~ 3 % variatien). 'lhis is adlieved by creating a 
seccxmry licjlt srurce ( see chapter 3) ani by using an q>tical elelllel'lt called 
an integrator [ HEE7 4 1 • 

figure 1. 2: A lenslet of an integrator wi th a lillXiDal lllDI!rical aperture 
~ - Ot. [HEE74 J 

cxn:Jensor 
lens 1 

figure 1. 3: '!he effect of an integrator en the illl.lllinatien of a point en 
the reticle: '!he point recei ves a cootrib.ttien fran all the 
lenslets [HEE74]. In this figure the extreme rays for ~are 
drawn. 
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Chapter 1: illurrdnation and projection system 

Tbe integrator consists of a great number of lenslets. Tbe spherical 
surfaces of these lenslets are in each ethers focal plane. A parallel beam of 
light that arrives at the lenslets entrance p.1pil will be brought together in 
ene point at the opposite spherical surface. 

'lhis point will radiate with a Jl\.llrerical aperture equa1 to the IlUllerical 
aperture (= maxinun angle of acceptance) of the lenslets (figure 1.2). 'lhis 

. awlies to each parallel beam with an angle of arrival ex that is smaller than 
the Jl\.llrerical aperture of the lenslet. 

Fran figure 1.3 it is clear that a point in the object plane receives an 
intensity contrib.ltion fran every lenslet of the integrator. 'lhis explains the 
name of this particular elenent. '!he illuninaticn of a point on the reticle 
is the sunmation of contrib.ltions originating fran each lenslet. A great 
nunt:ler of lenslets is used so that the sunmation becooes practically an 
integration. In figure 1.3 it also shows that the light incident at OPO is 
spread out over the reticle, which is valid for every angle ex. 'lhis inplicates 
that the integrator is an angle integrator as well as a intensi ty distrimtien 
integrator. '!he integrator is imaged on the entrance p.1pil of the projection 
lens. 

1. 2 'Ihroughplt 

Rays in an optica! system can for every 1 ( 1 is the coordinate in the 
direction of the optiqal. axis) be represented in the J;f1ase space of Liouville 
:x,x' , with x is ·the direction perperxiicular to the optica! axis and x'• 
dx/dl . '!he theerem of Liouville states that in order to allow all rays to 
pass an optica! element the transformation matrix of the elenent nust have a 
determinant equa1 to 1 which is the sane statenent as a ccnstant area in the 
phase space. For optica! elements that are rotationally symmetrie the area in 
the {ilase space is a rectangle wi th an area 6x * 6x' ( figure 1. 4) • In terros of 
rrumerical aperture (NA) and the diameter of the cptical element (D): NA*D := 
throughput. 

figure 1.4 

x· 

NA 
x 

---t 

D 
Representation of a rotationally symmetrie optica! element in 
the phase space of Liouville. 
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Chapter 1: illundnation and projection system 

In order to keep the area in the (ilase spaee constant the throughp.It IIUSt 
be constant in all the optica! elenents of the system. In the wafer steFÇer 
the design throughp.lt is determined by the projection lens (e.g. 7.6 nm for 
the Zei ss 107846 lens used at a=1) • '!he throughp.It of the catt>ination of the 
elliptical mirror and the shutter hole IIUSt be designed to be ( chapter 3): 

sin(e' max) * Dshutter hole = throughp.lt projection lens 

sin(9'max) = numerical aperture elliptical mirror 

1.3 '!he image of a grating 

1. 3 .1 coherency of illundnation 

(1.3) 

For a carplete descriptioo of the ~ of coherence the articles of 
Hopkins [a:::>P51) and [HJP53) or [0Cll59) are refered to. A shortened arxi 
sinplified outline is given belCM. 

Regard a m::mochranatic exterrled souree wi th a narreM bardwidth that 
illuminates two apertures . 'lhese apertures wil! serve as two srurees of 
seccn:lary waveiets : 51 and 52 ( figure 1. 5) . 

'-· 
figure 1.5: An exterrled souree illundnating two apertures [HOC74) 

'!he illundnation at point P (rreasured over sane tirre interval nuch langer 
than the coherence tirre) is given by: 

* I = < E (t) E (t) > p p p 
(1.4) 

(E is the (complex) amplitude of the electric field campanent of the light) 

At P interferenee will occur when there is a Iflase relation between the two 
sourees 51 and 52. If such a [ilase correlation exists we speak of (partially) 
coherent sourees, arxi when such a J;ilase correlation is absent the sourees 51 
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Chapter 1: illumdnatian and projection system 

and 52 are called incoherent. In the case of partial coherent sourees the 
general interference law for the intensity at P is: 

I = I1 + I2 + 2 I( I1 I2) Re(y12 ) (1.5) p p p p p 
Y 12 is the carplex degree of coherenee 

Y12 = IY12 1 ei' with ' is the phase difference of the electric field 
coop:nents EP ( 51) and EP ( 52) 

It can be shown that 0 ~ IY12 1 ~ 1 [HEX:74,ch12]. 

If I y 12 1 • 0 : incoherent sourees ( no interferenee) 

0 < I Y12 1 < 1 partial coherent sourees 

I y 12 1 = 1 coherent sourees ( maximal interterenee is possible) 

Clearly it is i.Dportant to examine the degree of ccilerence of the light 
souroe in a projecting system, since interterenee of the diffracted orders is 
respoosible for the recoostructioo of the mask oo the illa<je plane. 

Coom::nly the degree of coherence is divicled into two categories: Tenporal 
and spatial coherence. Tenp:>ral coherenee refers to the phase correlatian of 
the electric field in a eertain point at different times. Spatial coherence 
refers to the p,ase relaticnship of );ilotans emitted sinultanerusly in the 
source. In lithograJ;i'ly terrçoral coherence is not an inp:>rtant quantity and the 
discussian will anly involve spatial coherenee (the term spatial will be often 
be ani tted in the rest of this text) [ 'IHJ63, ch2 1 • 

It is anticipated that );ilotans originating fran a small elenent of the 
souree will show p,ases in the wafer plane that are correlated up to a eertain 
degree. Photans fran many souree elenents spatially separated (» À) will show 
nuch less correlated p,ases. 'Ibis irxlicates that the degree of coherenee of 
the light fran the whole souree is a ftmctian of the souree dinensians. 

The degree of coherence IYI of extended soureescan be related to the 
ditrensions of the souree relative to the dimension of the entrance ~il of 
the projection lens. 'lb this end an effective souree size is introduced. The 
effective souree size is equal to the size of the image of the (secorrlary) 
light souree in the entrance ~il of the projection lens. For point sourees 
(coherent illumdnatian) the effective souree will again be a point souree. If 
the souree is broader than a point souree (nnre incoherent) the effective 
souree size will be broader than a point souree too. The new pararreter a that 
irxlicates the degree of coherence used in the projeetiro system is defined as 
( see also figure 1. 6) : 

size of the effective souree 
a :-----------------------------------------

size of the entrance ~il of the projection lens 

a= 0 
0 < a< 1 

a= 1 

coherent illumdnatian 
partial coherent illumdnation 
incoherent illumdnation 
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Chapter 1: illundnation and projection system 

Fora more thorough description of the transformation of IYI to a 
the werk of Hopkins [OOP53] is refered to. 

CONDENSER 

-------

SOURCE 

MASK projeetien lens do 

d" s 
u=-

do 

WAFER 

figure 1. 6: Illundnation and projection system in the PAS2500 ( koehler 
illumination). 

1.3.2 Diffraction at a grating 

For our purposes the reticle consists of a grating with a periodicity p 
(spatial frequency v- (1/P) ) and a width of the open lines d. ~ this 
grating is perperxlicul.arly illuminated with monochranatic light this light is 
diffracted into a llllltJer of distinct orders. '!he angle of diffracticn «of the 
order N is gi ven l7j [ 'IH)33] : 

n sin( a) = N À v 

n = refractive index = 1 
N = number of diffracted order 

N = 0,~1,~2, ... 

If the beam illundnating the reticle is incident with an angle + the 
direction of the diffracted orders is given l7j: 

sin(a) + sin(+) = N À v 

( « and + can be posi ti ve and negati ve) 
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Chapter 1: illumdnation and projection system 

An image of the diffraction pattem can be generateel by neans of a 
projection lens '!he beam wi th N-0 ( zero order or oc) an::l at least one of the 
beams with N- +1 or N- -1 (first order) will be brought tagether by the lens. 
At the image plane these beams will interfere creating an image of the 
grating. '!he lens is able to image a beam if the angle of the beam is smaller 
than the maximal aceeptance angle of the projection lens ( = Nulrerical Aperture 
[Nl=\p]). 

When + is negligible, which is the case for illumdnation with a point 
souree (coherent) it fellows fran (1.8) that the maxinon spatlal frequency 
that can be imaged by the lens ( resolution limit) is gi ven by: 

vmax = Nl=\p/À. (1.9) 

If + is not negligible as will be the case for an exterrled souree one has 
to make sure that both the OC as well as a first order beam will be accepted 
by the projection lens. 'Ihis inplicates that both sin(«) arxi sin(+) have to be 
smaller than Nl=\p. '!he resolution limit will occur when sin(«) • sin(+) = Nl=\p 
resulting in a resolution limit for incaherent illundnation: 

vmax = ( 2 Nl=\p )/À ( 1.10) 

( the si ze of the souree in this case has to be at least that large that 
sin( +)=NAp occurs). 

In the case of partial coherence the resolution limit is given by [lDP53): 

( 1+CJ) Nl'\p 
vmax = À (1.11) 

e1 is a neasure for the size of the souree (see sectien 1.3.1) 

1. 3. 3. Modulation transfer fl.mction (MI'F) 

'!he roodulation or contrast M is defined as ( see figure 1. 7) 

I - I . max mm 
Imax + !min 

M= (1.12) 

'!he discussion of the roodulation transfer fran the object to the image 
plane is limited to the transfer of a sirrusoidal signal (added upon a OC 
carp:>nent). An object created by a reticle is a block signal that can be 
constructed fran an infini te series of sinusoidal signals by neans of a 
Fourier series. If the spatial frequency of the grating used is near the 
resolution limit of the lens only the zero and first o~r is imaged and 
higher diffracted orders can be left oot of the discussion. 

A sirrusoidal intensity distrirution (pericxlicity p) on the object plane 
will result in a sirrusoidal intensity distrirution in the iJna9e plane with a 
periodicity p*M . (M = magnification projection lens, for sinplicity M is taken 
to be equa1 to 1 in this discussion whereas in the PAS2500 M=O. 2) • '!he 
roodulation of the signal will in general be smaller in the image than in the 
object plane. '!he roodulation transfer function (MI'F) is defined as the ratio 
of the roodulation of the object arxi the roodulation of the image arxi is a 
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Chapter 1: illuminatian and projection system 

functian of the spatial frequency of the oojecto 

IIIBX 

I min 

-LENS 

figure 1o 7: M:xiul.ation transfer fran image p1ane to object plane ( for the 
zero am first order Foorier ca1pnmt roly) o 

souree 

ccniensor 
lens 

projector 
lens 

figure 1o8 : Koehier illuminatian using a exterxied sourceo 

waf er 

'!he angle ex of the first order diffracted beam is given by equation (1.8) : 
sin~ ex) = sin(+) + Àv o In order to be able to create an image the zero and one 
of the fi rst orders have made to interfere ( figure 1. 8) o 'lb achleve this the 
projection lens should bring these orders tagether 0 '!he lens is able to do 
this when: 

0 order : sin(+) < NAp 

'!he maximal angle +max that can occur at the reticle is when 

+rnax= NAc (NAc = the numarical aperture of the corrlenser) 
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Chapter 1: illundnation and projection system 

or Àv < ~- sin(+) 

-1 order -sin(+) - Àv > -NAp or Àv > -NAp+ sin(+) 

A point in the light souree P(x,y) is imaged by the corrlenser lens in the 
entrance pupil of the projection lens at P'(M x,M v) (M : magnification of the 
condenser) c c- c 

In figure lo9 the entrance pupil of the projection lens is drawn in 
coordinates X/1 and y;l ( 1 is the di stance fran the reticle to the entrance 
pupil of the lens) o 'Ihe radius of the entrance pupil is in the new coordinates 
equal to the lllll1l:!rical aperture of the lenso(for small apertures) 0 In dasbed 
lines the zero (area A ) and first order images of the souree in the entrance 
pupil are drawno 'Ihe o~igin of the circles representing the first order image 
of the souree are displaced wi th respect to the optica! axis by an anomt of 
ÀVo 

T (y;l) 

"' \ N • +1 

N•O 

N • -1 

figure lo 9: Entrance p1pil of the projection lens ( solid line) tagether 
with the zero and first order images of the sourceo ( the lines 
on the grating are in the x direction) [BRA88] 

QU.y in the shaded areas A1 and A_1 that is when the circle of the first 
order image of the souree arrl the the entrance PJI>il of the lens overlap, the 
first order can be joint with the zero order in the image (• mdulatim is 
transfered) o If the souree is assumed to be uniform in brightness arrl to have 
an area A the MI'F as function of the spatial frequency can be calculated by: 

0 

MI'F(v) 
~(Àv) + A_1(Àv) ~(Àv) 

(1.16) 
2 A A 

0 0 

(~ is a straight forward geometrical function of Àv) 
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Chapter 1: illumination arrl projection system 

Wi th this expression the MI'F curves can be calculated for a runriJer of 
different coherencies a (source sizes) of which the result is shown in figure 
1.10 in which the MI'F is given in terms of the incoherent resolution l~t 
(e.g. ['IHJ83]) 

For o=O the size of the imaged souree = 0 so that as long as Àv < NAp the 
M1'F remains 100 %. If o=1 the MI'F is the camon area of two discs with the 
same radius divided by the area of that disc. An analytica! expression for the 
M1'F in this case is ['IHJ83]: 

-1 2 
M1'F = (2/n) {cos (v/vmax) - (v/vmax) I [1 - (v/vmax) ] } (1.17) 

vmax = the resolution l~t for incoherent illumination = ~ 
(see formula (1.10) 

Souree Image Diameter 
@) = Pupil Diameter 

.6~--~~--~--~-+~~~~----~----~----~--~ 

I .4~--~--~----+---~~--~--~--~--~ 

0 .25 .5 1.75 

figure 1.10: MI'F curves for different coherencies as a function of the 
grating frequency v ( in units NAp/À) 

Fran figure 1.10 i t can be seen that the MI'F for a certain grating 
frequency can be influenced by the degree of coherence a used ( see chapter 4) . 
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OiAPlER 2: MERa1RY LAMPS 

In this chapter the lN light sourees used for projection in the P.AS2500 are 
examined. In sectien 2.1 a general description of these lanps ('short are 
mercury vapeur discharge lanps') is given. In sectien 2.2 measured eperating 
characteristics such as lamp output, electrode temperatures and current 
voltage characteristics are presented whereas in sectien 2.3 the measurement 
methad and resul ts of plasma temperature measurements are presented for the 
entire plasma ('temperature map' of the plasma). 

2.1 General description of the mercury lamp 

2.1.1 Introduetion 

'lhe lanps that are used as a light souree for projection are of the type 
'short are high pressure mercury vapeur' (SHPM) [ELE65] [ELE51]. 'lbese lanps 
have a very high brightness ( • light flux per unit of emi tting area and per 
unit of solid angle) • 'lhe brightness is an inp:>rtant quanti ty for projection 
rather than the total radiated power by the lamp as will be shown in chapter 
3. 

2.1.2 Oonstruction of the short are lamp 

'1be construction of the mercury lanps is basically the BalE for all lanps 
used ( figure 2.1) . 'lhe essential differences between the various lamp types 
are different electrode geametries and different concentrations of mercury in 
the lamp. 

6 

1 screw thread 
2 cat:OOde foot 
3 molybdenum foil 
4 tungsten rad 
5 cat:OOde 
6 quartz envelope 
7 ancxie 
8 ancxie foot 

figure 2.1 : Mechanica! construction of a high pressure short are mercury 
vapeur lamp. 

2 .1. 2a Lanp envelope 

'lhe lamp envelope is made of quartz. In order to minimise the thermal 
stress on the envelope and to avoid recrystallisation of the quartz, the 
envelope temperature is kept on a haoogeneous temperature that is as lew as 
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Section 2 .1: nercury lanps 

possible < 750 oe). At envelope tenperatures lower than 600 oe the nercury 
vapeur will start to corxlensate arrl the lanp may even extinguish ( section 
2. 2. 3) . Insiele the lanp is a strong eenveetien flow up1ards along the lanp 
axis arrl a downwarcis along the envelope. 'Ihe tenperature variations on the 
envelope are minimised by using an elliptically shaped envelope arrl by placing 
the plasma urxierneath the centre of the envelope. 

'Ibis construction could still have a cold spot on the envelope where the 
elliptical shape arrl the anode stem join. 'lb prevent this spot fran getting to 
cold usually a gold or platinum foil is applied to the outsiele of the 
envelope. 'Ihe foil will absorb part of the radiation arrl heat the envelope by 
corxluction. 

2.1.2b Electrades 

'Ihe cathode thermally emits electrons. 'Ihe current density at the cathode 
surface is given by the Richardson equation [TIE83 1: 

J = A i' exp( ....W/kT) 

J : current density [Anp/rnh 
A : Richardson constant ( 120.4 Anp/( an2*'11-) 
T : tenperature [K1 
k : Bolzmann constant 
W : ~rk tunetion [ eV1 - tungsten : 4. 52 ev 

- thoriun on tungsten : 2. 63 ev 

(2.1) 

In sane lanps the cathode is doped with thorium oxide [SHI861. 'Ihe thoriun 
oxide reduces to thorhint arrl forms a llDlOlayer oo the tungsten. 'Ihe effect is 
a lowering of the work tunction. 'Ihe lower work functioo reduces the cathode 
tip tenperature required to emit enough electrons.'Ihe cathode tip tenperature 
is normally in the region of 1800 to 2500 K. The reduced tenperature will 
reduce the wear of the cathode. 

'!he work tunetion is lowered by the electric field E at any point on the 
cathode surface according to the Schottky equation: 

eE )1/2 2) w- WE=O = - ( 4m:o (2. 

'Ihe gearetry of the electrades is a design paréilleter that can be used to 
influence the electric field arrl thus the work tunetion over the cathode 
surface. 'Ibis in turn will influerice the plasma characteristics. 

A considerable part of the wear on the electrades is caused during the 
startup of the lanp. '!he glow discharge arrl the following low pressure 
discharge (see sectien 2.2) have a streng sputtering effect due to the imic 
bc::llbarding of the catlx:de arrl the l::x:lltlarding of the arxde wi th fast electroos. 
'Ihe material that is sputtered off the electredes deposits en the lanp 
envelope causing it to blacken. The light outp.It of the lanp is decreased by 
this absorbing layer of electrode material [ PET86 1 • 
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Section 2.1: nercury lanps 

2.1.2c ~ seals 

'!he rolyl:xiernnn foil is necessary to serve two r;:urposes. First of course as 
a current lead arxl secarl as a gas-tight seal. '!he netal used to coostruct the 
quartz to netal seal nust have a higher nelting tellp!rature than softening 
tenperature of quartz (1600 oe) to allow the netal to be m:JU.lded in. 'lhere are 
only a few netals that have suitable nelting tellp!ratures. '!he thermal 
expansion coefficients of such netals are about ten tines higher than of 
quartz. '!he foil is very thin (20 - 30 micron) to avoid great stress due to 
the different thermal expansions, which could cause cracks in the quartz. 
M:>lyb:ienum is chosen because it is easier to process into foils than for 
instanee bmgsten arxl for i ts great ductili ty. Stresses that occur can be 
transfered into plastic deformations, relieving the quartz of same of the 
stress. '!he rolylrlenum will fold sarewhat into the shape of the channel in the 
quartz creating an effective seal. 

'!he tellp!rature of the rolytx:lenum foil should be kept below 400 oe. Above 
this tenperature the different thermal expansion coefficients cause the seal 
to bec:ooe non gas-tight. 

2.1.3 ~ cooling 

In short are high pressure nercury vapeur discharge lanps, the lant> 
envelope is relatively far ëNaY fran the discharge carpared to the distance 
between the electrodes. '!he envelope tellp!rature will therefor have ooly "' 
little influence on the plasma, provided that the tellp!rature of the envelope 
stays high enough to prevent arrt mercury fran ccniensating ( sectien 2.2.3). 

In eperating such a lant> the main concern is for the lanps seals. '!he 
rolyl:xiernnn foil is, because of its smal! cross sectiooal area, the lx>ttle neck 
for the caxluction of heat to the lant> foot. A schematic view of the 
temperature distribution in the electrode from the electrode tip to the lamp 
foot is given in figure 2.2. 

l T[oeJ 

2000 

400 
200 

A B 
<c========~~~LP 

figure 2. 2: Tenperature distributim in an electrode. '!he largest 
terrperature drop is between the en:is of the rolybdenum foil 
(A-B). 
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Sectien 2 .1: rrercury lanps 

'Ihe cooling of the lanp foot will onl y have a minor effect on the electrode 
tip tençerature because of the lCM rate of heat ccn:iuction through the 
rolyl:xiern.m foil. '!he electrodes between tip arxi foil are mainly cooled by 
infra red radiation. 

'!he tençerature of the rolyl:xiern.m foil at B ( figure 2. 2) is to be kept 
belCM the tençerature at which the seal becates non-gas tight. A rreasure for 
the teirperature at B is the tençerature of the lanp foot. Lanp marrufacturers 
specify the rnaxiirum lanp foot tençerature. 

2.1.4 ~ startup 

'!he lanp is started by a high igni tion voltage. '!he lanp is filled wi th a 
few nbar of argon. In a lanp at roan tençerature the rrercury vapour pressure 
is very !CM ( about 0. 02 nbar) . 

'!he high ignition voltage causes ionisation of argon arxi rapid acceleration 
of the iens in the electric field [ELE65]. A glCM discharge is established. 
'Ihe ionic l:xm:lardrrent of the cathode ard the l:xm:lardrrent of the anode by fast 
electrens heats the electrodes. ~n the tençerature of the cathode is high 
enough for sufficient thermal emission of electrons the ignition voltage is 
taken of the lanp arxi a power suwl y is used operated at a constant power. An 
are discharge is now established. Because of the lCM rrercury vapour pressure 
the lanp voltage is rather lCM whereas the current is very high (at constant 
power). Because of the lCM total pressure the electrodes still suffer fran a 
battlardrrent of iens or electrons. As the lanp warms up, which takes a few 
minutes, rore arxi mre rrercury evaporates increasing the vapour pressure. 'Ihe 
lanp voltage rises arxi the current drops mtil all the rrercury is evaporated 
and stable eperation is achieved. 

2.1.5 Radiation fran the rrercury are 

I

' '!he spectnnn of the rrercury plasma consists of a continuous spectnnn wi th a 

1

superi.nçosed line spectnnn ( figures 2. 3 arxi 2. 4) . 

continuous spectnnn 

'Ihe continuous spectnnn mainly originates fran two };ilenooena: 

1 - Recanbination radiation ( free bourrl) 

In the plasma rrercury is continuously ionised arxi recatbined with free 
electrens. 'Ihe recoobination of the rrercury iens with the free electrens 
involves the emission of a photon. 

+ - * Hg +e =Hg +hv 

'Ihe wavelength of the {iloton depends on the kinetic energy of the 
particles involved and the energy of the excited rrercury atan above the 
grourxi level. 'Ibis results in a continuous spectnnn. 'Ihe intensity of this 
spectnnn is proportional to the nuniJer of recanbinatiens that is 
proportional to the product of ion arxi electron densities (n * n.). Fran e 1 
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Sectien 2 .1: nercury lanps 

the Saha equation follows n * n. is proportional to the density of grourxi 
state nercury atans ( n ) • e 1 

0 

2 - Collision relaxation (bourxl-bourrl) 

Collisions of excited atans with atans2in the grourrl state produce a 
continuoos speetrun prcp:>rtiooal. to n

0 
[ ICS52; EU!:65, page 40] • 

eV 
ta~'~------------------------------------1 

10 
.,So--r--

9 
J'S,--r--+-

1850 

/= 
!/ _______________________ ~ 

figure 2. 3: Energy level diagram for the outer.'l'IDSt electrat of mercury 
atans. To the right of each level the heigilt above the grourxi 
level is given in ev. Alcng the lines coonecting the levels the 
wavelength of the correspcn:ting radiation is given in angstran 
[ELE65]. 

line spectrum 

'!he line spectrum follows fran the energy level diagram of figure 2. 3 • 
Neglecting the self absorbtien the line intensi ty is proportional to the 
accupation of the ~r transition level given by the Bolzmann equaticn arrl 
the transi tien probabili ty. '!he accupation of the ~r transition level is 
proportional to the densi ty of grourxi state nercury atans. 

'!he emission lines at the nercury pressure in the lanps investigated are 
all considerably broadened. '!he daninant broadening effect is the pressure 
broadening which consists of two najor effects [ GRI64] : 
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Section 2 .1: nercury lanps 

1 - Stark broadening due to the interaction of exci teel nercury atans wi th 
electrons arrl ions. '!he width of the broadened line is linear to the 
electron density. For the quasi neutral plasma (ni• n ) it follCMS fran 
the saha equation that the Stark effect is proportiooh to v'"n

0
: IJ.Às• csv'"n

0 

2 - Resonance broadening due to the interaction between exci teel nercury atans 
arrl nercury atans in the grOIJJ'Xi state. '!he line width due to the resonance 
broadening is proportional to n

0 
: IJ.Àr = Cr *n

0
• 

liD 

00 

20 

0 
lD 

WIIIY8 lenqt:h (na) 

figure 2. 4: Exanple of the speetral outpit of a short are high pressure 
nercury vapeur lanp 

2 .1. 6 Lanp outpit arrl lanp pc!.'Jer 

2.1.6a Lanp current arrl lanp voltage 

'lhe lanp outpit is deperrlent on the power per tmit of volume (P) that is 
dissipateel by the plasma [ELE65,chapterl]. 'Ihe power dissipated by a volume 
tmit locateel at r is given by: 

P(r) = E(r) * j(r) 

P( r) = ( local) power dissipatioo per tmi t of vol1.111e [w;tn3 J 
E( r) • (local) voltage gradient [V;tn] 

j( r) .. (local) current density [A,.;nh 
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Sectien 2.1: mercury lanps 

'!he voltage gradient E( r) am the current densi ty j ( r) can be fornulated in 
terros of lanp current I am lanp voltage V. l.JIX)er the asSUllption that the 
shape of the electric field ( thus the shape of the plasma) is irxleperxlent of I 
[GER551: 

j(r) = a(r,p,electrode geametry) * I (2.4) 

'lb a first awroxination the shape of the electric field will also be 
irrleperrlent of V [GER551 [ELE511. 'Ibis fellows fran the assunption that the 
plasma is quasi neutra!. In the quasi neutral plasma no space charge regioos 
will arise that influence the shape of the electrical field. 'Ibis results in 
the expression for E: 

E(r) = b(r,p,electrode geametry) * V/L (2.5) 

( L = are length = electrode di stance [ an1 ) 

'!he coefficients a am b are not ooly dependent en the positicn in the 
plasma rut also on the mercury vapoor pressure p am the electrode geametry. 
For a particular lanp the electrode geanetry will not change so that for this 
particular lanp ooly the positicn am pressure deperxience of a am b are 
inp:>rtant. 

,r 
'!he shape of the electrical field between the electrades is in a first 

awroxination unaffected by the mercury vapoor pressure ( see [ GERSS 1 [ ELE51 1 
am figure 2.5) . 'Ibis means that the charged particles fellow average paths 
that are prescribed by the electrode geametry. '!he current density at a 
location r for a given electrode geanetry is given by: 

uo 
ê 
~110 -
~ma 
..-t80 

0 

lG 60 

' ~ 40 

.B g 20 

e o 
«S 0 5 

j(r) • a'(r) *I 

; 

L 
/ 

/ 
V 

/ 

75 20 25 JO 
p (abn) 

figure 2.5: Voltage gradient as a tunetien of the vapeur pressure of a 
short are mercury vapeur discharge [ GER55 1 • 

Fran figure 2.5 it can be seen that for SHPM discharges the voltage 
gradient (V/L) is a linear function of the pressure. For the particular 
electrode geometry: 
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Sectien 2 .1: marcury lanps 

E(r) = b'(r) * VjL 

v = c1 * p + c2 

(2.7) 

c1 and c2 are constants 

'Ihe voltage gradient is a very "tJeak functim of the lanp current as can be 
seen fran the measurements of Gerthsen and Schulz (figure 2.6). 
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figure 2.6: Voltage gradient as fmctim of the laq> current in smrt are 
marcury vap.JUr discharge. (taken fran [GER55]) 

'Ihe lanps are operated with a power SU(:ply that delivers a preset power. 
'Ihe values of V and I at which the lanp setties are depen:Jent on the lanp 
construction and nercury filling. 

'Ihe i.Jlt:ledance R of the lanp is defined as R :• dV/di • .As described above 
(figure 2.6) V is a very "tJeak ftmction of I resulting in a smal! value of R. 
Since V is proportimal to the vapeur pressure p ( figure 2. 5) the inp!dance 
will be dependent on p (see 2.2.3). '1he iq;ledance can be either positive or 
negati ve. A system wi th a negati ve ~ce can not be operated at a constant 
power in a stable way wi thoot a ballast resistor. Using such a resistor the 
total iq;ledance is always positive. 

2 .1. 6b I.anp ootp.It: Aldington fornula 

J. Aldington [AID46] has perforned a large series of experinents on short 
are high pressure nercury vap.JUr lanps over a very broad range of types. 'Ihe 
lanps types that are used in micro lithograP'IY today "tJere also inclu:led. Fran 
these neasurenents Aldington deri ved two relationships 

(2.8) 
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Sectien 2.1: rercury lanps 

V = lanp voltage [V] 
I = lamp current [A] 
L = are length [ an] 

d= 

d = full width of the are at half brightness [ an] 
2 B = peak brightness at the centre of the are [ cd/an 1 

1 100 ooo Cd,lan2 
2 80000 
3 70000 
4 60000 
5 50000 
6 40000 
7 35 000 
8 30000 
9 20000 
10 10000 
" 5 000 
12 2000 

(2.9) 

figure 2. 7: Total brightness distrimtion in the are of a 500 watt short 
are high pressure nercury vapour discharge [ ELE65] . 

'Ihe brightness is the energy radiated by a unit of emitting area in a unit 
of solid angle. An exanple of the ( total) brightness distrimtion of a SHPM 
lanp is given in figure 2. 7. In the case that the lanp is used in a wafer 
ste~r only radiation with a narrow band witdh is used. 'Iherefore an 
alternative definition of brightness is used: Cnly the radiation that has a 
suitable wavelength for projection in the wafer ste~r is taken into 
consideration (usable brightness). In this paper only the usable brightness is 
used. 'Ihis inplicates that both the Aldinton fornulas will have to be 
modified. (see sectien 2.2.4) 
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Sectien 2.1: mercury lanps 

2. 2 OPERATIN:; 'lHE MEROJRY U\MP 

2.2.1 Introduetion 

A Illll'liJer of measurements is presenteel in this chapter that are carried out 
in an illumination mi t that is used in the PAS2500 wafer stewer. 'lhe lanps 
that are used in the experiments are the starrlard lanp used in the stewers: 
OSRAM: HOO 350 DC, arrl a ll\.JilDer of lanps that are currently urrler evaluation 
by A.S.M. : 

()SRNtt: HOO 350 WP 
USHIO: USH 350 DP 
USHIO: USH 450 AS 
USHIO: USH 450 GS 

'lhese lanps are all 350 watt lanps except for the USH 450 AS arrl USH 450 GS 
which are 450 watt lanps. In awerxlix 3 the technica! specificatioos for 
Ushio lanps are inclu:ied. 

'lhe experiments presenteel in this chapter are carried out on the 
illumination mi t described in figure 2. 8. It is a PAS2500 illumination mi t 
that is adapted to satisfy our needs: A hole in the elliptical mirror is made 
through which the plasma can be examined ( elements 6 to 10 in figure 2.8 ) • 

9 10 

I 

1 dichroic mirror 
2 exhaust 
3 elliptical mirror 
4 mercury lanp 
5 xyz table 
6 diafragm 
7 lens 
8 interterenee filter 
9 pinOOle 
10 PK>to diode 

figure 2. 8: 'lWo cross sections of the illumination lUli t used for lanp 
experiments. Part of the air that is exhausted (2) passes 
through the cooling block of the dichroic mirror ( 1) . 'lhe air 
by which the lanp is cocled is sucked in by chinks in the 
lanp housing. 
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Sectien 2. 2: eperating the nercury lanp 

2.2.2 Lamp house coeling 

2.2.2a cathode and anode foet temperatures 

As is pointed out earlier the electrode foet temperatures are a goed 
neasure of the temperature of the rolyl:xlern.m foil ( sectien 2.1.3). 'lhe anode 
arrl cathode foet temperatures have to be kept below a certain value in order 
to ensure that the seals will be gas-tight. (lanp explosions could be the 
resul t of overheating) . '!he lanp marrufacturers specify these maxinum 
temperatures. 

'!he foet temperatures are neasured wi th thernocouples squeezed between the 
latrp erx:l arrl the attachment balts (figure 2.9). 'lhe foet temperatures were 
measured as function of the air speed in the exhaust( 1 uvs • 45 litre 
;minute). 

figure 2. 9: Iocatioo of the theilOOCOUples for the latrp foot temperature 
measurements. 
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exhal.wt air velOClty III/SJ 

'NP anode 

AS anode 
DCanode 

AS catbede 

DC cathode 

WP cathode 

figure 2.10: Measured temperatures of amde arrl cath:x:le foot. 'lbe labels oo 
right of the figure irx:licate which temperature the 
corresporx:ling line represents arrl refer to the lamp types 
introduced in sectien 2.2.1 • 
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Sectien 2. 2: eperating the nercury lanp 

The results are shown in figure 2.10 . The air that is exhausted is 
partl y sucked in the housing through the air intake of the cooling block of 
the dichroic mirror (figure 2.8). The lanp is caoled by air that is sucked 
through chinks in the lanp housing. 

2.2.2b Effect of lamp cooling on the discharge 

Beside the foot tenperature neasurenents a l'l1.Jltber of neasurenents are 
perforned in order to verify the statenent made in section 2.1.3 that the 
plasma is practically imeperrlent of the cooling. Measurenents are perforned 
with exhaust air veloeities between 1.0 arxl 3.4 nVs. 

The resul t of these experinents is that the lanp current arxl the lanp 
voltage are irrleed irrleperxient of the air velocity in the exhaust. The 
variations are less than 1% per change of 1 nVs in the air velocity. 

The brightness ( À=546 mn) arxl the width of the are however are not 
irrleperrlent of the exhaust air velocity, as can be seen in table 2.1 '!he (1/e) 
are width is the full width in millitretres at which the brightness has drawed 
to 1/e tines the brightness on the axis. The brightness was neasured 0. 5 nm 
fran the anode. 

lanp Quantity sensitivity to changes in exhaust air speed 
[ % I (nVs) 1 

OSR3500C Brightness 
(À=546 nm) 

-1.2 + 1.3 -

(1/e)width +3.7 + 0.7 -of the plasma 

OSR35~ Brightness -6.4 + 0.2 -(À=546 nm) 

(1/e)width +0.8 + 0.1 
of the plasma 

table 2 .1: Measured relati ve sensi ti vi ty of the discharge to variations in 
the exhaust air speed. 

2. 2. 3 Inp!dance of the lanp 

For a nuni:ler of different lanps the inçedance was neasured over a range of 
different ~r inp.1ts in the lanp. The inpedances for all neasured lanps 
proved to be constant over a certain range of powers irrlicated in table 2. 2. 
The neasured inpedances are quit small arxl positive for inp.1t ~rs high 
enough. Since the lanps are by na neans ohrrdc resistors the I-V curve for 
these larrps will nat cross the V-axis at the crigin ( figure 2 .11) • The V-axis 
intercept (V at I=O) is included in table 2.2 . 
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Sectien 2. 2: eperating the nercury lanp 

When the power inp..1t in lx>th the Osram lanps is decreased too nuch ( below 
200 Watt) the I-V curve drastically differs fran the straight line above 200 
watt. 'Ihis is observed for lx>th the Osram lanps arrl not for the Ushio lanps. 
In figure 2 .11 this effect is dem:nstrated for the OSR35~ lanp. '!he power on 
the lanp is rarxianl.y varied in steps every mirrute arrl the data points are 
taken just befere each variation. 

lanp inçedance ( dV /di ) V-axis intercept Power range 
[ Q] [V) [watt) 

UHS350DP 2.1 + 0.1 44.0 + 0.5 78 - 450 -

UHS450M; 1.2 + 0.1 42.0 + 0.8 200 - 480 - -
OSR350DC 3.5 + 0.5 48 + 2 205 - 480 

-14.4 + 0.4 75 -
+ 3 136- 96 -

OSR35~ 2.7 + 0.3 49 + 2 230 - 440 
-17-:-1 108 151- 112 

table 2.2: Measured inçedances of varioos lanps. 'lhe data points for the I
V curve taken after cme llirute after each ( rard:a) power d1ange. 
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figure 2.11: CUrrent-voltage dlaracteristic of the OSR35M'. '1he 11l.lliJers 
wi th the data points represP.nt the corresporrling lanp power 
( P=I*V) . (data points taken 1 mirrute after each power change) • 

Following the I -V curve for the Os ram lanps wi th decreasing power inp..It a 
positive inçedance is observed at inp.1t powers arourrl the rated power. At low 

, inp.tt powers a drastic decrease in the lanp voltage thus in the nercury vap:rur 
pressure is observed. '!he drastic decrease in the nercury vap:::lllr pressure can 
be explained by assuming that the coldest spot en the lanp envelope beccmes so 
cold that at the gi ven pressure arrl tenperature the nercury vapeur becooes 
saturated near the envelope arrl starts to corrlensate. 
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Sectien 2.2: eperating the nercury lanp 

In the pressure-teqlerature diagram of figure 2 .12 the coldest spot in the 
nercury vapeur as the lanp power decreases can be follONed (A-iS<). '!he 
nercury vapeur pressure of the OSR350DC operated at 350 watts is about 40 bar. 
As fellows fran sectien 2.1.6 a (small) power change will change the current 
rather than the are voltage ( figures 2. 5 arxi 2. 6) • In that case decreasing the 
ill{:Ut power will only decrease the pressure slightly arxi the state of the 
coldest spot JOOVes fran A to B with (alnDst) a coostant pressure. 

~~-------------------------------------, 

40 B A --

c 
;:; 
1J 30 

! 20 llquld 

10 vapour 

1120 110 1100 

\:ellptrature [KI 

figure 2.12: (Part of) the pressure teaperature diagr• for mercury. 
[IM\l60] 

I 
~n the power on the lanp becooes very low the lanp cools dc7tm so that 

for the coldest point the line indicating the saturated vaprur pressure in the 
p-T diagram is crossed arxi local condensation of nercury will occur. Fran 

· figure 2.12 it can be seen that at p - 40 bar the ccniensatioo tellp!rature is 
about 920 K. '!he result is a considerable decrease in the nercury vapeur 
pressure (B-iC). ~ the lanp is operateel at even lower powers the i.Dpedance 
becooes negative as observed in figure 2.11 • 

Tine resolved neasurenents of the instantaneous variatiro of the power pit 
into the lamp are shown in figure 2.13. In this figure the I-V curve of figure 
2 .12 is reproduced tagether wi th a junp in the lanp power fran 290 to 130 watt 
at t=O. At t=O a certain lanp voltage is established. 'Ibis lanp voltage 
corresponds wi th a certain vaprur pressure ( equatioo 2. 7) • 

At t= +6t after the power decrease the temperature distribution of the 
plasma is still the ene that belengs to the higher ill{:Ut power. At t= +6t the 
vapeur pressure arxi thus the lanp voltage will be tmchanged. '!he power suwly 
is fast enough to adjust to the newly set lamp power arxi it will decrease the 

1 current instantly (within 5 msec). '!he plasma will due to its high temperature 
loose nnre power by radiation and corrluction than it receives fran the suwly. 
As a result the lanp an:i the plasma will cool down. '!he decreased temperature 
of the nercury vapeur will in turn decrease the vaprur pressure. Since the 
lanp voltage varies linearly with the vapeur pressure (figure 2.5) the lanp 
voltage will decrease, increasing the current again. For instantaneously 
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increasing lamp powers the reverse process takes place. 
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figure 2.13: '!he effect of a instantaneous decrease of the lanp power en 
the OOR350WP fran 290 watt to 130 watt. Also incll.rled is the 
I-V characteristic of figure 2.12 (square data points). 

'Ihe data points in figure 2.11 are taken 1 minute after each power change. 
Measurenents over a longer period show that neasureuents taken at t- coincide 
with the I-V curve neasured after 1 minute. Fran t= 1 minute to t• CD the data 
points however nnve along the I -V curve ( figure 2 .13) • For the neasureuent of 
the I-V curve, data points taken 1 minute after each power change are 
satisfactory. 

2.2.4 Brightness and are width 

In section 2.1.6b the relations between the are width, peak brightness and 
current, voltage and are length are introduced. '!hese relations fornulated by 
J. Aldington make use of the total visable brightness whereas the interest 
here goes to the brightness of a single emission line (usable brightness). In 
this sectien i t is investigated what the relationships for the usable 
brightness and correspon;:ling are width are. For this ~rpose the Aldington 
formulas are refornulated to: 

B= 13 * (_y_)l.S * 10.7 
L 

d= Ct * 
!0.3 

<_y_>o.s 
L 
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Brightness 

'!he brightness of the discharge is determined by the tenperature 
distrimtion of the plasma. 'Ihe total brightness as used by Aldington incltrles 
all emission lines as \\lell as the contirnrum. Neglecting the contrimtion of 
the continuum, since we are interested in a small wavelength interval, it is 
experinentally fouiXl that f3 is irrlependent of the lanp power airl that f3 will 
be deperrlent on the lanp type airl the emission line used. 

Brightness neasurenents as fl.mction of the lanp power are carried out on a 
rn.mtler of lanp types using the experinental setup described in sectien 2.2.1 • 
'!he usable brightness was neasured for ·the emission lines with a wavelength of 
365 nm, 546 nm airl 577 nm. An exanple is gi ven in figure 2 .14 • 

'!he power range over which the lanps are tested is ëg>roximately 250 to 500 
watt. 'Ihe neasured power-brightness characteristics all show straight lines 
within the neasuring accuracy {+ 1%) if the brightness in emissioo lines is 
neasured. 'Ihe adapted .Adington 1ornula can tlrus be used to predict the effect 
of current, are voltage or are gap changes. 

In all the neasurements the variatien of f3 wi thin the power range of 250 to 
500 watt is less than 2% in neasuring emission lines. '!he brightness of the 
continuum does not catply with the adapted Aldingtm fornula. In order to 
achieve agreenent for the conUrnrum as \\lell, a power dependent f3 nust be 
asS\.Jired ( figure 2 .15) • 
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figure 2.14: Measurenent of the brightness ( À=365) as fl.mction of the lanp 
power for the USH450AS (squares) • '!he straight line is the 
calculated brightness using f3 = 0.114 • 
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figure 2.15: Measured Brightness in the red cmtim.un (60Q-750 1"11) as a 
fmction of the lanp power (square data points) arrl the 
calculated brightness wi th the adapted Aldingtcn fornula arrl a 
constant ~ (straight line) . '!he brightnesses are nornalised to 
the values at 350 watt. (lanp = OSR350WP) 

are width 

'!he are width was measured as a fmction of the lanp power for the OSR3500C 
lanp only, again with the experimental setup of section 2.2.1 • Within the 
measuring accuracy the measured are width is equal to the are width calculated 
wi th the adapted Aldington fomula using a constant ex ( see figure 2.16) • 'lhat 
the data points calculated wi th the adapted Aldington fomula are not a 
straight line follows from the fact that the Aletinton formula is not a 
fmction of the laq;> pc:l'Ner rut of V arrl I which are measured separately for 
every p:::Mer setting. 
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figure 2.16: Measured (squares) arrl calculated (crosses) are widths ( FWHM) 
for the OSR3500C laq;> 1. 5 nm above the anode (nornalised to 
the widths at 350 watts) . '!he solid lines are the linear 
regressions of bath calculated arrl measured data points. '!he 
widths are calculated wi th e&=O. 86 
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Sectien 2. 2: eperating the rrercury lanp 

2.2.5 Exposure intensity at the wafer level 

'!he ultimate goal of using a rrercury vapeur lany is to achleve a maxinon 
intensity at the wafer level. For four lanp types the intensity at the wafer 
level is measureel oo a PAS2500/40 mchine ( ~365 rn). '!he results are shown in 
figure 2.17. Fran this figure it can be seen that both the Ushio lanp; yield a 
higher intensity at the wafer level than the Osrams. 
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til oe 
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figure 2.17: Intensi ty rreasureel at wafer level oo a PAS2500/40 waferstewer 
( ~365rm) with an OM sensor. '!he interterenee filter used: 
peak transmission of 76 % at 364.5 nm; PWHM of 4. 7 nm. Naninal 
lanp powers for GS arxi AS: 450 watt. For DC arxi WP : 350 watt. 

2.2.6 Conclusions 

Fran the various rreasurerrents on short are high pressure rrercury vapeur 
lanps presenteel in this sectien the following conclusions can be drawn ( see 
also the corresporx:ling sections) : 

'!he exhaust air velocity influences the lanp foot tenperatures. '!he 
cri ti cal lanp foot tenperature in the PAS2500 illumination system is the anode 
teqJerature. For the Osram 350 WP lanp aà:ütional anode foot cooling is 
requireel (Osram specification: foot tenperatures below 230 °C. 

'!he eperating characteristics of the lanps are independent of the exhaust 
air velocity, except for the brightness arxi the are width. 

'!he Osram lanp; should not be operateel below 220 watts in the PAS2500 
illumination system in order to prevent rrercury fran condensating (unstable 
operation, sputtering effects). 

'!he adapted Aldinton fornula is valid for the predietien of the usable 
brightness in emission lines. It is not valid for the predietien of the 
contirnrum. 

With the Ushio lanps a higher intensity at the wafer plane is achieved than 
with the Osram lanps. 
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Section 2.2: eperating the mercury lanp 

2. 3 'm'1PERA'IURE OF 'lHE MEROJRY PlASMA 

2.3.1 Introduetion 

'Ihe radiative characteristics of the mercury plasma are determined by the 
tel'lperature distril::ution throughout the plasma. It is obvious that the plasma 
~rature distril::ution is of great interest examining the high pressure 
mercury vapour lanps. 'Ihere is a great variety of methods to measure the 
plasma tel'lperatures, usually based on either measurement of emissioo. line 
shapes (Stark broadening, self revered speetral lines) or oo. measurenents of 
the intensi ty of the radiation (absolute line intensi ty, relati ve line 
intensities, intensity of recoobinatioo. radiatioo.). A thorough introductioo. to 
these methods is fourrl in the hook Plasma Spectroscopy by H. Griem [GRI64]. 

'Ihe rost practical metbod for our investigations is the measurement of the 
line intensities. 'Ihe measurements pertonred result in a tenperature 
distril::utioo. 'map' for the entire radiating plasma which gives better insight 
to the properties of the plasma rather than just a measurement of the axis 
tel'lperature. 

2.3.2 The radiating volume element 

In a mercury vap:JUr discharge, at the high pressures that occur in the 
short are lanps used, the electroo. tenperatures arxi the gas tenperatures are 
practically equal according to Elenbaas [ELE65,page 12]. 'lhis illplicates that 
a (local) thermal equilibrium (LTE) may be asSlllled. 'Ihe occupatioo. of the 
levels above the grourrl level of the mercury atan can be calculated fran the 
Bolzmam equation ( energy level diagram see figure 2. 3) [ GRI64 J : 

(2.10) 

~ ( r) = coo.centratioo. of atans wi th the outer electroo. in exci tatioo. level Vk 

vk = potential of the excited electrens in level k above the grourrl state 

n
0 

( r) = concentratioo. of atans in the grourrl state. 

gk,g
0 

= statistica! weight of level k arxi the grourrl level respectively 

e = electron charge 
k = Bolzmam constant 
T = absolute temperature 
r = place coordinate 

The concentratien of ground state atams follows fram : 

n
0

( r) • ( gdl) * ( -t.ffr)) (2.11) 

z = partition function : Z= ~ g exp(-Er('kT) = g for typical high pressure 
mercury discharges. n ° 

%g = Mercury pressure = total pressure p in the lanps urrler investigation 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plasma tençerature 

'!he concentratien of electrens (n ) arrl of positive ions (n.) is determined 
by the Saha equation: e 1 

n ,n. e 1 

V. 
1 

n *n. e 1 

no 

(2n W k T(r) 112 
= 4 * -~-=-----

h3 

-e (V. - AVi) 
1 

exp ( k T( r) 

= concentratien of electrans arrl positive ians respectively 

- ionisatian potential 

(2.12) 

AV. 
1 

= lowering of the ionisation potential of the (nercury) atan due to 
interactions of particles with the atan (see ~rxlix Al) . 

'!he power radiated within a vol1..11te unit of a certain transition k-+1 is 
given by: 

radiative power within a unit of volume of a transition k-+1 

= emission coefficient of transition k-+1 [W/(m3*sr)] 

= Transition probability for the transition k-+1 [s-1] 

= constant of Planck 

"kl = (centra!) frequency of the radiatian [Hz] 

~ ( r) = ( local) concentratien of atans in the exci teel state k 

The formulas 2.10, 2.11 and 2.13 can be oambined to: 

Pkl(r) ""~1 h "kl ( kTTr)) ( 9J!9o) exp( -e VJ( kT(r) 

2.3.3 Radiative transport 

(2.14) 

In neasuring the radiation of a discharge ane can net neasure the radiation 
of a single vol1..11te unit directly. It always involves a neasurenent over a line 
of sight through the plasma [ OOE83] , [ GRI64] ( figure 2 .18) . '!he plasma in the 
short are nercury vapeur lanp is cylindrically synmetric arOIJI'rl the lanp axis 
( = axis through both the electroeles) . 

'!he observed intensity I(À,y) is given by [IDE83]: 

R (2.15) 

I(À,y)- f c(>..,x,y) exp (- f K(À,x') dx' ) dx :• f c'(À,x,y) dx 
x -R 

'Ihis equation represents the summatien of the radiation contributions of 
all elenents in the optica! path along the line of sight, nultiplied by their 
attenuation in the remaining path. 
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IY 
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optically thin case 

optically thick case 
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figure 2 .18: radiatim detectim thrrugh a line of sight through a 
cylimrically symretric plasma for the optically thick am 
thin case. 

In the optically thin case the (self) absorbtien is small am the 
exponential term in (2.15) could be anitted. 'lb obtain the total intensity of 
the line emission I(y) an integration over the wavelen<Jth interval of the 
emission line is required: 

I(y) = J J €'(À,x,y) dx := J €"(x,y) dx 
/).À -CD -CD 

Since the plasma is rotationally symmetrie ( €(x.y)= €(r) 
can be limi ted to: 

I(y) = 2 J €"(x,y) dx 
0 

(2.16) 

the integration 

(2.17) 

Inverting this integral equation (a process that is called Abel inversion) 
yields: 

=--
1

n f €"(r) = €"(x,y) 

x 

( di(y)/dy ) 
dy (2.18) 

2 2 1/2 
(y - r ) 

2 2 1/2 
With the introduetion of the new variable w = (y- r ) (w is only real 

for y ~ r ) formula (2.18) becomes: 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plaSII'ël tenperature 

00 

E:"(r) 
: J dw (2.19) 

( d!(y)/dy ) 

y 
0 

'!he integrarxi only contrib.J.tes to the integral as long as w is real (y ~ r) 
I(y) > 0 (y ~ R). '!he integration can thus be carried out frcm 0 to R 

'nstead of frcm 0 to oo. 

2.3.4 ~rature determination from absolute intensisv measurements 

With fornula (2.14) the plasnB tenperature can be calculated if the 
pressure p in the lanp arxi the radiative power within a volume unit P( r) is 
known. 

A tenpting awroach would be to use two emission lines arxi performa 
relative intensity measurement. '!he advantage of this metbod 1NO\ll.d be that p 
is eliminated frcm the equation arxi that the intensity measurerents can be 
carried out relative to each other which is far rore easy to perform. '!he 
tenperature determined fran a relative measurement of the transitions 1 arxi 2 
follows from (2.14) 

T(r) = 
e IN 

k 12 * ln (x) (2.20) 

6v12= potential difference between the upper levels of the two transitions 
1 arxi 2 [eV] 

If T = (ejk)6v12 then is ln(x) = 1. Since d ~(x) I = 1 the relative 
x=1 

error in T is of the same magnitude as the relative experimental error in x, 
which is considerable ( » 10 %) • Consequently accurate measurements require 
that T > (ejk)6v12 or T < (ejk)öv12 [~6] . 

Uhfortunately there are no strong emission lines in the plasma of the high 
pressure mercury are that cooply with this demand for the expected plasnB 
temperatures of ~ 5000 K. 

'!he al tema ti ve to relati ve measurements is the absolute measurement of the 
radiating power per volume unit P( r) . When the pressure in the lanp is known 
the plasnB tenperature can be calculated with equation (2.14). Rewriting this 
equation gi ves: 

with x= 

T( r) = X exp( a/I') 

1\1 h "kl p ( 9J!9o) 

k Pkl(r) 

e vk 
anda=- -k-

(2.21) 

'!he energy level of the upper transition level is accurately known. '!he 
~xperimental errors concentrate in x. 
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dTdX = X d edi(a/1') +exp(a;r) = exp(a/1') = exp(a/1') 

1 + (~) exp(ajr) 1+a;r 
(2.22) 

'!he last step is taken by insertion of x fran equation ( 2. 21) • '!he error in 
the terrperature determination tJ.T= ( dT/dX) * tJ.X; the relati ve error: 

tJ.T =~* dT * tJ.X = 1 * tJ.X 
T T dX X 1 + (ajr) X (2.23) 

For the 546 nm emission line the potential of the upper level is 7. 73 Volt 

which results in a relative error in T: 

~T = 0.06 * ~ (2.24) 

'Ihis rrethod leaves us with the choice of which emission line to use. 
Preferably a visable line is chosen since rreasurerrents on visable lines are 
easier than on for instanee the lN lines. F\lrthenoore the line should be 
optically thin (section 2.2.3). 'lhe 577 nm line is optically very thin rut has 
the disadvantage that i t consists of three different inseparable emission 
lines all with their own accupation of the upper level of the transition arrl 
their own transition probability. 'lhe 546.1 nm emission line is chosen because 
it is a single emission line and it is optically rather thin • 

2. 3. 5 ( self) absorbtien correction 

'!he line shape of the 546 nm emission line shows no self reversed emission 
minimJm as in the optieall y thick case of figure 2 .18 • '!he self absorbtien of 
the 546 nm emission line in the lamps investigated is therefore small rut it 
is not negligible. 

'!he rreasured intensi ties along a line of sight are atterruated by the 
absorbtion. In order to determine the correct plasma tenperature the rreasured 
values should be CC~~pensated for this absorbtim. In order to be able to 
rreasure the self absorbtien effect a mirror is used in the emstructiro s00wn 
schematically in figure 2.19 . ( see r...adenblrg-Reich rrethod [MI'l11] ) 

'!Wo rreasurerrents have to be performed. ene witboot the mirror ( Iw') arrl ooe 
with the mirror (Im'). I is the signa! that 'WOI.lld be rreasured if there was no 
absorbtion, I' is the rreasured signal that is attenuated by absorbtioo. If 
there was no absorbtien Im' = Im = 2Iw'= 2Iw. 'lhe contrimtion of a single 
voltme elerrent is tJ.I' • 

The contrirutions of the radiation of volume units are attenuated by : 

tJ. Iw' tJ. Im' 
=A ---•A+A*B*B*C 

tJ. Iw tJ. Iw 
A,B are tne attenuations in the paths 1 and 2 respectively. C is the 

attenuaticn in path 3 and by the mi rror. '!he relati ve measurement gi ves: 

tJ. Im' A + A*B*B*C 
= 1 + B*B*C 

tJ. Iw' A 
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Section 2. 3: Mercury plasma tenperature 

figure 2.19: Determination of the self absorbtien by redirecting the 
radiation emitted, through the plasma. 

Since this awlies to each volume elenents a smmaticn over all volume 
elenents gives the experinental signa!. '!he average attenuation is given by: 

~ An -
--=A n 

Since the plasma is rotationally synmetric B(x) • A(-x) which means A- ä. 
'!he average atterruation A of the radiation emi tted by a volume element is 
gi ven by: _2 Im' 

A = ( Iw' -1) I C 

'!he value of C is to be neasured separately. 

'lb a first awroximatiro which is ooly valid for small atterruations, the 
absorbtiro of radiatiro fran a volume elenent by the plasma in the remaining 
path is equal to ( 1-Ä) • 

'!he self absorbtien of the plasma can thus be determined in neasuring 
Im' jlw'. For the self absorbtiro can then be CCJII)eilSëlted in the plasma 
t.eqlerature neasurenents. An exanple of the atterruaticn neasured in the plasma 
will be given in figure 2.23 . 

2. 3. 6 Experinental setup for tençerature neasurenent 

'lhe tenperature neasurenent experinents are carried out in a lanp housing 
of a PAS 2500 wafer ste~r ( figure 2. 8) • For this p.~rpose a Ilt1llber of holes 
are made in the elliptical mirror in order to be able to cbserve the lanp 
perperxlicularly to the lanp axis. 'lhe lanp can be JOOVed in all directiCilS 
(figure 2.20). 

'!he IlliiErical aperture wi th which the lanp is cbserved is very small 
(0.016). In neasuring absolute intensities the following issues have to be 
taken into consideration: 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plasma tenperature 

- '!he neasured quanti ty is the product of the emission line arrl the 
transndssion characteristic of the interference filter. When the line shape 
and the transndssion characteristic of the filter are known the actual 
intensity of the emission can be calculated. 

- The neasurenents should be corrected for the reflection losses of the 
various surfaces and the absorbtien losses in the various materials. 

- The contril:ution of the contirruous radiation is to be subtracted fran the 
neasured intensity to obtain the contril:ution of the line emission only. 

'!he self absorbtien of the plasma can be determined with the net:hc:xi 
described in sectien ( 2. 3. 5) • A eenstructien of a lens wi th an adjustable 
mirror in its focal plane is used. 'Ibis coostructien is called a cat's eye. 
'!he cat's eye images the plasma upc:n itself with a magnificaticn M-1. The 
major experinental difficulty is the fine adjustnent of the mirror so that the 
plasma cylirxier l.JI'rler investigatien is imaged en itself. Since M-1 the 
image will be reversed. For every neasurenent locaticn a different adjustnent 
of the mirror is required if the plasma cylirrler urxier investigation is to be 
imaged on itself on all tines. This is clear fran figure 2.21. F\lrthenoore the 
lanp envelope has a lens effect which cooplicates the adjustnent even m:>re. 

For a particular (l:urning) lanp the correct mirror adjustnent is achieved 
by mawing the mirror setting for each lanp position. For this p!rpose the 
experinental setup is slightly m:>dified ( figure 2.22). For every lanp positicn 
the cat's eye mirror is adjusted so that the image of the back reflection of 
the laser and the image of the beam through the lanp coincide. 

2 2 
1 t + 4-

r lil: ~ 
f 

·~ ~ •• 
7 

6 5 4 3 2 

figure 2.20: experinental setup for the determination of the plasma 
tenperature in the nercury lanp. 
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figure 2.21: the image of the plasma oo the screen with a pinhole (element 
5 of figure 2. 20) that selects the measurement area. 'lhe full 
line is the direct image of the plasma arrl the dashed line is 
the image reflected by the mirror. 'lhe mirror is adjusted so 
that the pinhole treasures the direct arrl in:lirect radiatioo of 
the sa100 plasma cylir:rler. 'Ibis is achieved by creating point 
synmetry arourrl the pinhole. 

When the back reflection of the beam spli tting cube ( figure 2. 22) is 
perpendicular to the laser hlrrlle, the laser rurrlle to arrl fran the mirror 
coincide. '!he angle error of the cube is very smal! ( =3' ) • 
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2 

1 adjustable mirror 
2 posi ti ve lens 
3 diafragm 
4 filter 
5 beam splitting cube 
6 laser 
7 screen 

figure 2.22: Experitrental setup to OOtain the mirror setting of a 
particular lanp on every lanp posi ti on 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plasma tenperature 

2.3.7 Plasma temperature measurement results 

'Ihe plasma tenperatures in are determined wi th the methad described in the 
previous sections. 'Ihe particularly interesting feature of these measurements 
is the fact that it is possible to measure the tenperature throughout the 
whole radiating plasma, thus creating a 't:eft~Jerature nap' of the plasma. 
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figure 2. 23: Lines of equal teaperature in the Osra11 350 OC laup. 
( 'Tenperature map') '!he origin is located at the cathode tip. 

Figure 2.24 gives a representative example of the attenuation at a 
particular height above the anode for the Os ram 350 OC whereas in figure 2. 23 
a tenperature map is given. 
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figure 2. 24: Exanple of the attenuatioo of )1. 546 rn radiatioo by the 
plasma as described in sectiro 2. 3. 4 • ( Os ram 350 OC, 0. 3 1111\ 
above the anode ) 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plasma tençerature 

In figure 2.25 the neasured axis tençerature is presented. In figure 2.26 
the tençerature distrib.ltions of a l'llllttler of lanps all operateel at their rated 
powers are coopared. 

6.8 
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6.4 

6.3 

~ 6.2 
-~ e:4 6.1 Be 
~~~~ 
~1 6 

i 5.8 

5.8 

5.7 

5.8 

catrode 
5.5 

-0.2 0.2 0.1 2.1 3 

figure 2.25: Plasma terrperature on the lanp axis of the osram 350 DC laap. 
'Ihe origin is located at the catbode tip. 

'Ihe neasuring accuracy by which the teuperatures can be determined follows 
fran equation (2.24) : (6T/f) = 0.06 (óX,/X). 'Ihe relative error in X follows 
fran the relative errors of its ~nts. Estimatioos of the major relative 
errors of the camponents of X are (worst case): 

(a) Trans i ti on probabili ty 

(b) nercury vapour pressure p = 40 + 5 % [bar] 
-

(c) error in Abel conversion + 20 % 

(d) error in absorbtion neasurenent + 15 % 

(e) error in absolute intensi ty 
neasurenent + 20 % 

+ 85 % -

With equation 2.24 this inplicates that the maxinun error in the 
terrperature determination (worst case) is 0.06* 85 % = 5 %. 'Ihe axis 
temperatures are approximately 6000 K with an error of ~ 300 K in the absolute 
determination of the tençerature. 
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Sectien 2. 3: Mercury plasma tenperature 
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figure 2.26: Plasma teltp!ratures neasured 0.3 nm abc:Jve the aoode. (OC: 
OSram 350 OC; WP: OSram 350 WP; AS: Ushio 450 AS) 

'!he error in cooparing different tenperature measurements with our 
experiments is lll..lch lower. 'lhis relative error can be estimated at 40 % since 
only the errors (b), (c) and (d) are important. The error in the cooparison of 
temperatures is approximately 150 K for tenperatures of about 6000 K. 

The measured axis tenperatures cooply with the values quoted by the 
manufacturers : Ushio : = 6000 K and OSram between 5000 and 5500 K. Their 
measurement con:li ti ons and methods are not available. 

2.3.8 conclusions 

A sui table measurement metbod for the determination of plasma tenperatures 
in high pressure mercury vaPJI.lr are is foun:l, which is accurate enough for the 
investigation of these lamps for rrdcro lithographic applications. 

In figure 2. 26 the plasma tenperature of the OS ram 350 OC measured 0. 3 nm 
above the anode is coopared with the measured tenperatures of the OSram 350 WP 
and the Ushio 450 AS. The condusion that can be drawn fran this figure is 
that the axis tenperature of the OSram lamps is 300 K lower than of the Ushio 
larrp. Due to the lower axis tenperature in the OSram lamps it can be expected 
that the sputtering effect on the electrades will be less than in the Ushio 
larrp (section 2.1.2). 'lhis will result in a lower rate of tube blackening for 
the OSram lanp so that the lanp output decrease will be less over the !amps 
lifetime. Furthernore the lower the sputter rate the nore stable the are and 
the longer the electrode lifetime will be [ PEI'86] . 
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ClW'I'ER 3 : ~ LI<:m' SCXJRCE 

3.1 Introduetion 

In the I.C. irxiustry the li thograi;hic machines can be di vided wi th respect 
to the radiation souree with which they image the I.C. mask on the wafer: 
Ion-beam, electron beam x-ray arrl l.N. '!he JOOst widely used machines are the l.N 
machines. As a l.N souree a high pressure rercury vapeur lanp can be used. 

'!he radiation outpit of a high pressure rercury lanp is JOOSt effectively 
collected by an elliptical mirror. '!he lanp is located at the primary focus of 
the mirror arrl a secorrlary light souree is created at the secorrlary focus. In 
this chapter this gatbering of light of the lanp is examined by reans of a 
coop..tter sinulation. '!he basis for the Catp.Jter sinulations is a IIWJdel 
presenteel by J. wangler [WAN86) • For a llUI1tler of elliptical mirrors these 
calculations are verified experirentally. 

3. 2 ftt:ldel for the ilhmrl.nation at the secorrlary focal plane 

'!he lanp outpit is rotationally synuetric arourrl the lanp axis. '!he lanp 
axis arrl the major axis of the elliptical mirror coincide with the optica! 
axis of the illumination system. '!he crigin of the ( si;herical) coordinate 
system coincides with the primary focus of the mirror arrl with the centre of 
the lanp plasma. '!he rercury lanp is arçroximated by a line souree that 
extems over a distanee 1 in both the positive arrl negative direction. 
Schematically the situation is given in figure 3.1 • 

1-------- c 
~--------Cl 

e= .t.. 
Q 

figure 3.1 : Schematic view of the elliptical mirror and the light 
gatbering at the secorrlary focus. 

Sate quanti ties that are defined in figure 3 .1 need sare addi tional 
explication: 

e eceentricity of the elliptical mirror. 

9' the angle of arri val at the secorrlary focus of the ray caning 
fran the primary focus. Sin( 9') for the maximal 9' can be 
regarded as the maximal rn.merical aperture of the mirror. 
(half) angle extension of the plasma as it is seen fran the 
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<llapter 3: secondary light souree 

mi rror surface. 
R : radius of a circular disk at the secondary focus. 
L : half are length 

From the figure 3.1 the following equations can be derived by straight 
forward trigonatetry [WAN86 1 : 

x(9) = -

y(9) ... 

sin(9') -

tan( ~) = 

a(1-e2)*cos(9) 

1+e*cos(9) 

1+e*cos(9) 

1+e*[ 2*cos( e)+e. 1 

L*sin(9)*[ 1+e*cos(9)) 
2 L*cos(9)*[1+e*cos(9)1 +a(1-e ) 

a(1-e2)*sin(9) tan(9'+S) 
R(9) ... *[1-

1+e*cos(9) tan(9') 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

figure 3.2 : P~asma imaged by different sections of the elliptical 
m1rror. 
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Chapter 3: secorrlary light souree 

As can be seen fran figure 3. 2 the rota ti on of figure 3.1 arourxi the 
optical axis (in the + direction) gives rise to circular disks of intensity 
contrimtion to the total intensity at the secorrlary focal plane. 'lhe radius 
of this disk is given by (3.5). 'lhe intensity contrimtion of the disk (= the 
height of the disk) depends on the di se radius a00 on the angular radiation 
distrimtion of the lanp I(+,e). 

Since I(+,e) is rotational symmetrie in + : 

2n 

J I(+,e)d+ = 2n*I(9) 
0 

'lhe radiation emitted in an infinitely small solid angle dQ is 

di = I(+,e) d2 = r(e)*2n*sin(e) de 

'Ibis radiation is imaged on the circular disk with a radius R. 'lhe 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

intensi ty contrimtion to the intensi ty at the secax:lary focus !2 ( -height of 
the disk) is : 

d[I2(r,e)] = 

d[I2(r,9)] = 0 

2n*I(e)*sin(e) de 

n [R(e) 12 0 ~ r ~ R(e) 

(3.8) 

r > R(e) 

'lhe total intensity distrimtion at the secondary focus fellows fran : 

I2(r) = / 2n*ICBl*sin(B) de 0 ~ r ~ R(9) (3.9) 
n [R(9) 12 

At the secorrlary focal plane the contrirutions af all disks acki. For a 
decreasing R( e) with increasing 9 this means that the contriroting disks 
beccxre narre71t'er a00 higher, resul ting in a bell shaped 12 ( r) curve. ( see 
figure 3.4). 

As e goes to 0° ar to 180° the calculated angle extension ~ of the line 
souree beccxres very small. 'Ibis can be seen fran equation (3.4) with sin(9) 
very small, as well as fran figure 3.1 . Evaluation of equation ( 3. 5) shows 
that the disk radius beccxres very small for bath small a00 large angles e. 
Cbviously this inplicates a maxim..nn disk radius to occur. 'Ibis effect can be 
observed in figure 3.3 where the disk radius is calculated with (3.5) for the 
staOOard elliptical mirror used in the PAS 2500. 

'lhe result of this effect oo the sinulatioo of the the bell shaped 
ilhunination curve of figure 3. 4 is that the the foot of the bell shaped curve 
is nat present (at small 9' s the disk radius does nat beccxre bigger am 
bigger), neither is the top of the bell shaped curve (at large e's the radius 
does nat beccxre smaller a00 smaller) . 
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Chapter 3: secorrlary light souree 

'!he actual plasma of the mercury lanp is not a line souree rut i t is shaped 
as an ellipsoid of revolution ( typical is an are length about three times 
larger than the width). 'lhe actual angle extensioo will therefore not çroach 
zero as sin(9) awroaches zero as it does in the mxlel. 'Ibis means that for a 
real lanp the disc radius will not çroach zero for large am small angles e, 
so that a bell shaped curve is created at the sectll'Ólry focal plane of the 
elliptical ndrror. 
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figure 3. 3 calculated disk radius as a fmct.ioo of e for an oaram IB> 
350 cc arn an elliptical mirror with e - 0.882 • 

I 

D r 

figure 3. 4 Construction of the bell shaped illumination curve at the 
secorrlary focal plane 
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Cllapter 3: secorrlary light souree 

3. 3 Angular lanp outp.1t 

The plasma will radiate in all directions. Part of the radiation is taken 
away by the electredes arrl a reflecti ve coating on the lanp envelq:~e ( see also 
sectien 2 .1. 2) • 'lhe outplt of the lanp wil! therefore be depenient on the e 
coordinate. The lamp will radiate at 30°< e < 150° (figure 3.5). 

0 
120 

figure 3. 5 : Angul.ar outp.tt of an os ram IB> 350 DC l.aap (are length-2. 9 
mm ; taken fram osram specifications) 

3.4 Tbtal and Effective flux 

As pointed out in chapter 1 the throughp.lt of the optica! system is 
determined by the projection lens. 'lhe throughp.lt of the catilinatian of 
elliptical ndrror arrl shutter hole must therefore be designed to be: 

sin( 9' ) * shutter hole diareter = throughp.lt lens ( 3.10) 
max 

The total flux is defined as the (energy) flux that passes through the 
secorrlary focal plane, in other words the total flux is equa1 to the intensity 
distrirutian at the secondary focal plane integrated over the whole secorx3ary 
focal plane. 

co 

total flux= J 2nr*I2(r) dr 
0 

page 
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01apter 3: secormry light souree 

'Ihe effective flux is the flux passing through the secorx:Jary focal plane 
that has such a ~rical aperture NA arrl elistance to the optica! axis r that 
NA*r ~ (throughp.lt lens). For a certain elliptical mirror there is, for a 
particular throughp.lt, an optima! ~rical aperture arrl corresporrling shutter 
hole diameter at which the maxinum effective flux is reached (figure 3.6). 

0.11 
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> .... ... o.e u 
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• 0.4 > .... ... .. o.:s .... 
~ .. 0.2 

0.1 

0 
0.1 0.2 o.:s 0.4 0.11 
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figure 3.6 SiDul.ated effective flux of the secoodary focus for a 
througtq:ut = 7.6 mn (Zeiss 107846 lens; a • 1). I.anp = Osram 
350 oc. 'Ihe corresporrling shutter hole diameter D fellows 
fran D=7 .6/NA. 'Ihe rn.milers in the figure refer to the mirror 
numbers (see table 3.1). 

3. 5 Measurement of the intens i ty at the secorx:Jary focus 

In order to verify the calculations the intensity distribution at the 
secorx:Jary focal plane of a rn.miler of elliptical mirrors is neasured (section 
3.5.1). Integration over the secorx:Jary focal plane according to (3.11) gives 
the total flux ( table 3 .1) • 

3. 5 .1 Experinental setup 

'Ihe intensity distributions are neasured with the experinental setup of 
figure 3. 7 • 'Ihe dichroic mirror reflects only the radiation with a wave 
length smaller than 500 nm, tlrus preventing the infra red fran reaching the 
detector. 'Ihe large aroount of infra red radiation \O.lld heat the detector too 
ruch. 'Ihe diffusor brings radiation fran every incident angle to the P'toto 
detector (maxima! ~rical aperture that occurs = 0.35). 
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01apter 3: secorrlary light souree 

1: elliptical mirror 
2: dichroic mirror 
3: pinhole (0.10 mm) 
4: diffusor ( opalescent glass) 
5: filter (BG12) 
6: foto detector 
7: nercury lanp 

3 5 
I 
I 
4 6 

figure 3. 7 ExperillenW setq> for the intensi ty ..uurement at the 
secamry focus. '1he ~le detector ( 3 t.;ln 6) is IID.Dlted in 
an XYZ table. 

3.5.2 Measuring errors 

1 

In measuring the intensi ty distrimtion at the secarlary focal plane sane 
~xperinental errors wil! be made. 'Ihere are three najor sourees of neasuring 
~rrors: 
I 

#cooling 
'!he nercury lanp is operated without forced air cooling. Especially for the 

carpact mirrors this leads to an overheating of the lanp which causes 
excessive aging of the lanp. OVer the lifetine of the lanp the lanp outp.It 
:iecreases aboot 20 %. Due to the chinney effect the uwer part of the mirror 
ril! be heated so that the thermal expansion deforms the shape slightly. '!he 
nagnification of this part of the mirror is particularly sensitive to 
:iefornation. 

# defocus 
Both the lanp in the prinary focus arrl the detector at the secorrlary focus 

1ave to be focussed accurately. Measurenents carried out by wangler [WAN86) 
;how the effect of inaccurate positioning of the lanp. Errors up to 5 % are to 
Je expected. 

# different reflection coefficient of the mirrors 
The mirrors all have different reflection coefficients due to deterioration 

>f the mirrors. '!he mirrors that nm rather hot awear hazy after sane tine. 
lhe ozone prcxiuced by the lanp tagether wi th the high tenperatures arrl the 
.arge amount of UV radlation cause corrosion on the rhodium coating of the 
l1i rror arrl reduces i ts reflecti vi ty. 

he total neasuring error is estinated to be ± 10 %. 
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Chapter 3: seeorrlary light souree 

3.6 Results 

The results for the various elliptical mirrors are given in table 3.1 • The 
mirrors are charaeterised by their eecentrieity e and the angles e that can be 
refleeted. The results are normalised to the 02REM016-k which is the staOOard 
mirror used in prcxiuetion machines (e=0.882; 36°< e < 133° ) • 

elliptical neasured calculaled calculated corresparling 
mirror total total maxinon 

flux flux effective ~ D 
I1llltt:le r e e [0 1 flux [ 11111] 

02REM 

07 0.920 51<9<137 0.78 0.97 0.90 0.18 42.2 

08 0.920 32<9<127 0.75 0.97 0.96 0.17 44.7 

016-k 0.882 36<9<128 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 29.2 

016 0.882 36<9<139 1.14 1.08 1.01 0.27 28.1 

017 .0.867 36<9<133 1.00 1.04 1.01 0.30 25.3 

018 0.867 36<9<140 1.13 1.09 1.01 0.30 25.3 

011 0.854 37<9<140 1.03 1.08 1.01 0.33 23.0 

Table 3 .1 : Relati ve fluxes through the secorrlary focal plane ( normalised 
to the values of the 02REM016-k. In the first colum the mirror 
Illlltt:ler whereas in the seccn:i an third the mirror properties are 
given. In the fifth and sixth colum the ~ and sluitter hole 
dianeter values are gi ven for which the maximal effecti ve flux 
is reached ( throughplt= 7. 6 11111, figure 3. 6) • ( lanp = Os ram 3500C) 

3. 7 Condusion 

Fran the sinulated total flux through the secorrlary focal plane i t would 
fellow that about 9% higher total flux could be colleeteel by using a different 

1 mirror than the staOOard one (e.g. the longer version of the staOOard mirror). 
1 However the calculated effeetive flux at a throughplt of 7.6 11111 is not 
I significantly raised by such a mirror. 

The neasured total fluxes show larger differenees fran mirror to mirror 
than ean be expected fran the calculations. The experinental error in the 
neasurenent is estimated at + 10 %. The neasurenents wi th e= 0. 92 are carried 
out last. The lanp ran rather hot with these mirrors which caused excessive 
lanp envelope blackening giving rise to systematically low neasured 
intensities. 
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Chapter 3: secondary light souree 

Another consideration is the IlUl'lerical aperture of the mirror at which the 
maximal effective flux is achieved. 'lhe mirror 02REM08 has an effective flux 
that is 4% lower than with the starrlard mirror whereas the IlUl'lerical aperture 
is lowered from 0.26 to 0.17. 
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ClJAPl'ER 4: 'IHE EFFECT OF aJiEREN:E <N '!HE IMAGE <N WAFER LEVEL 

4.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the effect of the coherence a on the image quality is 
investigated for periadie structures ( grating) . '!he structures that are 
produced in the resist (resist profile) depend on a series of separable steps: 

#1 aerial image 

'!he image quality is first of all dependent on the Ml'F for the structure 
under investigation. In sectien 1. 3. 3 the effect of coherence on the Ml'F is 
described ( see figure 1.10) • '!he lens creates an aerial image of the reticle 
grating on the wafer plane wi th an Ml'F that is dependent on the grating 
frequency v and on the defocus di stance ~ (di stance between best focus and the 
actual location of the top of the resist layer). 

#2 image in the resist 

In order to print the image of the reticle on a wafer a resist layer is 
brought in the image plane. '!he resist is a catplex organic carplUnd and has 
its effects on the image. 

#3 resist processing 

'lhis incorporates various techniques such as post exposure bake, over 
( under) exposure, and over ( under) developrent 

In order to investigate the effect of coherence on the image '!he following 
awroaches are carried out. First of all the aerial image is determined with a 
device called an image sensor to neasure the effect on the Ml'P' ( see sectien 
4.3) . Secondly coherence effects are investigated in resist by exposing 
wafers under standard ASM conditions and examining the results under an 
electron microscope (SEM). '!he third awroach consists of catp.tter si.Jiulations 
of the resist profile with the program called Prolith Vl..2 by C. Mack which 
uses the Dill m:rlel [DIL75,b]. In the next section sane aspects of the 
creation of a resist profile are described·based on the Dill model. 

In this sectien two different lenses will be used: 

lens 365run : numerical aperture = 0.40 
focal length = 153.8 nm 
standard ocherenee a = 0.54 
wave length = 365 run 

lens 436run : numerical aperture = 0.38 
focal length = 68.09 nm 
standard caberenee a = 0.58 
wave length = 436 run 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

4.2 Modeling of the resist profile (PROLITH) 

For a complete description of the model the articles of c. Mack on resist 
ling are refered to, e.g. [MACSS,b] or [DIL75,a] 

4.2.1 aerial image 

intensity distrirution at the wafer I(x,y,z,h) is separable in: 

I(x,y,z,h)=I(x,y,z)*I(h) 

I(x,y,z) is the projeeteel image (aerial image) of the reticle on the 
surface of the resist layer which is projection system dependent (MTF, see 
sectien 1.3) arrl. deperxient on the the p:>sition of the resist surface relative 
to the focal plane of the lens ( z coordinate) . '!he resist surface is in the 
x-y plane . 

I(h) is the intensity distrirution in the resist relative to the intensity 
incident on the resist surface ( described by I(x,y,z) ) . It is depen::lent en 
the resist arrl. the substrate used ( sectien 4. 2. 2) . 

In figure 4.1 the aerial image I(x,y,z) is presenteel calculated for a 
grating wi th Proli th at the focal plane of the 365lm lens ( defocus-0) . In this 
case the grating has a line width of 0. 7 mieroos. 

toadeal Aperture - 0.4 

~ 
fl- 0.54 

... clefocus • 0 

i 1.9 

'""" 

line width • 0. 7 micrm 
WIM! length • 365 nn 

' 

\ 
... .... 
~E 9.8 .... 
B. 
,c:~ 9.6 4141 .,e 

\ 
.... 
e~ 9.4 
~ ... 
i 9.2 ... 

9.9 
-1.8 -8.8 -9.6 -9.4 -9.2 9 8.2 8.4 11.6 8.8 1.8 

distance alcng the resist IUrface/linewidth 

figure 4.1: Areal image calculated with Prolith (365nn lens). 

4.2.2 Image in the resist 

As light travels through a madi.um part of it will be absorbed according to 
the Lambert law: 

dl I = light intensi ty 
=- et I (4.1) h = elistance travelled in the resist 

dh a = absorbtien coefficient of the resist 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

The absorbtien coefficient can be expressed in terros of the ~cal 
campounds of the resist (Beer's law) [MAC85,a]. 

et= ~ + ~R + ~S + f1pP = (~- f1p)M + aif- + ~S + CVit=O (4.2) 

M = concentratien of photo acti ve coopourxl ( PAC) 
R = concentratien of resin 
S = concentratien of solvent 
P = concentratien of photo active product 

(PAC after exposure (bleached PAC)) ,. P = Mt=O- M 

~'~'~'f1p are the absorbtien coefficient of the respective CCllp)UI'rls 

The relative concentratien of PAC is defined as m=lo/Mt=O so equation (4.2) 
becanes: 

Ct= Am+B with 
A= (~- f1p) Mt=O 

(4.3) 

The lantlert equation (4.1) can now be rewritten to: 

dl~,t) =- I(h,t) [A m(h,t) + B] (4.4) 

Furthermore m as a function of the exposure time t fellows from: 

d m~~,t) = - I(x,t) m(h,t) C (4.5) 

(C = the exposure rate constant) 

In general the substrate on which the resist layer is awlied has a 
non-zero reflection coefficient. It is possible that the resist layer acts as 
a cavity in which starxüng waves occur, deperrlent oo the refractive irdex arrl 

relatiw intensity 
at the &tart of exposure relatiw intensity resist thickness • 1.1 llicron 

9.2 

at the en:! of exposure 

1.6 

1.2 

WWV\ 
9.8 

9.4 

9.9 
9.4 9.6 1.1.8 1.9 9 9.2 9.4 9.6 &.8 

depth into the resist (lllicroos) 

1.9 

-.eYe 1ength • 365 IWI 

1.2 

A • 0. 541 ( 1/lllicroo) 
B • 0.173 (1/lllicroo) 
c - 0.02 (IIIJ/cm2) 
n • 1.65 

1.4 1.6 1.8 

figure 4. 2: Starrling wave intensi ty in AZ5214 resist (silicon substrate) 
relative to the intensity incident on the surface as calculated 
with Prolith. (fran the areal image of figure 4.1). 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

the absorbtien of the resist. Since the P~ bleaches during exposure, the 
refractive irxiex as well as the absorbtien are both tinw:! deperxient during 
exposure which means that the staOOing wave pattem is not stationary l:ut 
shifts in time (figure 4.2). 

4.2.3 Resist processing 

When the image of the reticle is created in resist (latent image) the last 
step is to process the wafer in order to renove the exposed resist. '!he 
developnent rate is developer deperxient am deperxient oo the P~ 
concentrations. (see [M.&C87)). '!he resulting image (figure 4.3) can be 
inproved, especially by reducing the peaks in the side walls due to the 
staOOing wave effect. '!he techniques that can achieve this are for instanee 
post exposure bake ( forced diffusion of PAC snoothing the peaks) am over 
developing the wafer. (see [MAC-1)). 

2 

1.6-

1.2-

- lengtil - 365 111 
ruist thickneu • 1.1 llicrm 
mask - equal lines am spaces 
line width • 0.1 micrm 
&lergy - 65 m:J/c:m2 
developa1t time • 60 sec 

-· ~ l!p8eCWOO ~ llin. devel~ speed- 1 mVs 
rel. P.AC tresheld • 0.5 
develqer selectivity • 5.0 

po11i Um fraa cmtre of the 8Sk,lline width 

figure 4.3: Resist profile in AZ5214 resist calculated with Prolith 
(fram the figures 4.1 and 4.2) 

4.3 Image sensor 

In order to measure the MI'F of the projection lens the image of a grating 
with a periodicity near the resolution limit of the lens (so that all.y the 
zero and the first orders arrive at the wafer plane) is investigated with a 
device called an image sensor. '!he image sensor consists of a grating with the 
same periodicity as the reticle grating and a photodetector mounted in the 
stage of the sterçer (wafer table). '!he stage can roove the image sensor in all 
directions. The lines of the reticle grating are parallel to the lines of the 
image sensor grating. If the stage is rooved in the direction perpen:licular to 
the grating lines an image sensor signa! is measured similar to figure 4.4 • 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

oc 

X-+ 

figure 4. 4: Image sensor signa! 

In awerrlJ.x 2 it is sl1c:Mn that in the ideal case the MI'F fellows fran the 
measur~nt of the ratio (Anp,IDC): (provided that p • N p.; N = 1,2 •• ) 
( see also [ S'IE87]) r 

1 

Amn 1 -1 rrdr 1 rrd. 
M1'F = (..!..:.%.....)* ( - sine (-- ) sine- (--1 

) (4.1) 
oc 2 ~ ~ 

di = open space in the image sensor grating 

dr = open space in the reticle grating 

pi = periodicity of the image sensor grating 

p r = periodici ty of the reticle grating ( chosen equal to pi) 

In the particular experinental setup used for the MI'F measurenents: 
P = Pd ; pd= 0.9 micron ;d./p.= 0.6 r 1 1 

In practice it is very difficult to measure the absolute MI'F with the image 
sensor. A 11\.l'lt)er of sourees creatinq errors are: 

# due to diffractioo at the image sensor qrating not all the light 
passing this grating can be collected. 

# the effects of scattering 

# the grating used is far fran perfect; 

In the measurements presented further on the relative MI'F is presented. As 
the relative M1'F is taken: 

relative MI'F = 
Anp 
(-) 

oc 

which results in measured values for the relative M1'F that are in the same 
order of magnitude of realistic M1'F values ( see sectien 4. 4. 2) . 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

'Ihe fact that the projection lens has a magnification of M=0.2 is of no 
irrp:>rtance to the Ml'F maasurenents, as long as i t is kept in mirrl that the 
actual dimansions on the reticle plane are 5 times bigger than used in the 
calculations. 

4. 4 Resul ts of the coherency maasurenents 

Fran sectien 1. 3. 3 ( figure 1.10) an increasing Ml'F in decreasing a is 
expected for a line width near the resolution limit of the projection lens . 
'Ihe increased Ml'F 'WOUl.d irrprove the image quali ty. '!he coherence in the 
steJ;Per is changed by inserting a diaP"tragm at the back side of the 
integrator, since the integrator is the ( secorrlary) light souree imaged in the 
entrance p.Ipil of the projection lens ( figure 1.1) . 

4.4.1 results of maasurenents in resist 

Wi th different coherencies a a rruni:ler of wafers is exposed in a steJ;Per 
with a 365rnn projection lens using AZ5210 resist. '!he developer used is 

I AZ351. 

'Ihe position of the focal plane of the projection lens varies due to 
external influences ( t.efttlerature, pressure) • '!he focal posi tiro is defined as 
the distance in the z directioo between a reference level in the machine arrl 
the plane in which maasurenents are taken. 

At various focal posi ti ons the side wall angles of the resist profile ( = 
angle between the substrate surface arrl the line through the top an oottau 
edge of the line) arrl the critica! dimansioo (CD) is measured with an electron 
microscope (S!M) (fi~re 4.5). A parabolic curve fit can be llll!de with these 
data points. 'Ihe results are st"K7.1In in the figures 4.6 arx! 4. 7 . 

figure 4.5: definitioo of critica! dimensioo (CD) arrl side wall angle 

'!he criteria usually adopted for the resist profile to be acceptable are: 

# side wall angle > 80° 
# CD + 10 % of narilnal CD ( = CD on reticle) 

(4.6) 

'!he depth of focus (OOF) used in this chapter is defined as the range of 
focal positions for which the resist profiles camplies with the criteria 
mantioned above ( see also fornW.as ( 1.1) arrl ( 1. 2) in chapter 1) • 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

In figures 4.6 and 4.7 the side wallangles and the cos are presented for 
image of a grating wi th the 365nm lens. 

0.11 

0.711 

0.71 

0.74 

0.72 

0.7 i 0.118 0.42 
li o.ee 
- 0.114 

e 0.112 

0.11 

o.ea 
0.51 

0.54 0.36 
0.52 

0.8 

10 

1111 

0.36 
118 

117 

i 1111 

... 
i 115 

:§ 114 
• 

113 
0.42 

112 

111 

110 

J 4 11 11 7 i 
foo.w positim (lliCI'CI'lll) 

figure 4.6: CD and side wal! angles for naninal 0. 7 micron lines taken fran 
SEM pictures of wafers with various coherencies a. 

Furtherrore the ( naninal) 0. 5 micron lines proveel to be acceptable for a = 
0. 36 for one single focus posi ti on ( OOF=O) . 

'!he effect that can be seen fran these figures is that using a lower value 
of a than currently used for the 365nm projection lens ( o=0.54) the defocus 
tolerances for the criterion of side wal! angles > 80° becare larger. '!he 
image quali ty becares better because of the increäsed side wal! angles. 
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In examining the figures 4. 6 arrl 4. 7 i t sOOuld be noted that the struc~res 
are over exposed as irrlicated l::7t the minimal <Ds being lower than the nam.nal 
CD (• CD on the reticle). In printing (naninal) 0.6 microo. lines the CD 
cri terion is not satisfied ( equation 4. 6) , even in this case of over exposure. 

I ~7 
! 
B u 

~4 

to 

811 

18 

117 

i 18 

.-4 

'j 115 

:§ 114 

• 
113 

112 

111 

110 
ll 4 11 11 7 

focus positicn (llicrcna) 

figure 4. 7: CD arrl side wall angles for roninal 0.6 micrm lines taken fran 
SEM pictures of wafers with varirus càlerencies a. 

It can be seen from the figures 4.6 and 4.7 that the defocus toleranee for 
the correct CD also becomes larger for smaller coherence although less clear 
than for the side wall angles. 'Ibis is caused by the effect that the parabalie 
curves are not finished properly because the resist lines suàienly become 
closed befere the CD criterion is reached. 'Ibis is a {ilenarenon that can be 
ascribed to the particular resist used. From a parabalie extrapolation it can 
be sinulated what the OOF would be if a resist was used that does not show 
this {flenomenon. '!he result is shown in table 4.1 (also checked for side wall 
angles ~ 80°; the oottam CD is taken equal to nomina! CD). 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

1 Fran figures 4. 6 arrl 4. 7 a shift of best focus can be observed. A similar 
, phenanenon is observed in the image sensor treasurenents arrl an explanation of 

the phenanenon will be given there. 

naninal line width 0.6 micron naninal line width 0. 7 mieren 

a 0.54 0.48 0.42 0.36 0.54 0.48 0.42 0.36 

OOF (micron) - 1.8 1.0 1.7 1.4 3.5 1.9 3.7 
extrapolated 

OOF (micron) - 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 
treasured 

table 4.1: Depth of focus for various coherencies fran a parabalie 
extrapolatien of treasurements in AZ5210 resist arrl the actually 
treasured OOF. 

Fran the sequence of the OOF results arrl the shift of best focus it would 
seem that the results for o=0.48 arrl o-0.42 have been interchanged. It is 
possible that the wafers are swarçed during processing, l'lo.tlever the effects of 
coherence are clearly s!xlwn. Repeated experiments woold have to be carried out 
to decide if the wafers are indeed ~ or that there is an ad:li tiooal 
effect. 
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figure 4.8: '!he exposure intensity (wafer level) relative to the exposure 
intensity at o=0.54 as a functien of coherence (blanking the 
integrator) using a 365 run lens. 

The coherence a can not be chosen arbitrary small because the effective 
souree size will becooe very small resulting in unacceptable leng exposure 
titres. In figure 4.8 the exposure intensity as a function of the coherence is 
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Section 4: coherence effect on the image 

given if the coherence is changed by a diaP"tra<JU behirxi the integrator. 
Furthermore decreasing u too much will give rise to unwanted interference 
effects (e.g. structure joining, ringing (figure 4.9) ). 

1.1 

1.0 

0.8 

~ 0.7 

1 0.6 

-= 0.5 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 
o.o L.b:::i:::±::;;~...L...L_L_L_L._L_.L_L_l_j 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Potition 

figure 4. 9: 'Ihe ringing effect deualstrated at the image of a knife edge at 
various coherencies [ LEV80) 

4.4.2 results of image sensor 11easurenents 

'lhe relative MI'F of a the 436nm lens (section 4.1) was measured as a 
ftmctioo of defOOJS (center of the lens ooly) using the iJllage sensor described 
in sectien 4.3 'Ihe results are shown in figure 4.10. 

" ~-1 0.9 
)( ~.19 

0.8 ... ~.34 

0 ~.46 
0.7 

+ ~.57 

~ 
0.11 a ~.64 

g! 0.5 
~ 
~ 0.4 11 ... 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

-7 -5 -3 -1 

focus positioo .<micrcna) 

figure 4.10: relative MI'F 11easure~~ents of the 436nm lens as flmctioo of 
the focus posi tioo for various u. 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

'!he rneasurenents show that the OOF and the rnaxiirun MI'F increase 
with decreasing a. '!he higher MI'F would result in a better image quality. 

Fran figure 4 .10 a shift of the best focus can be observed ( simHar to that 
rneasured in resist ( 365nm lens) • '!he focus shift is plotted as .ftmctioo of a 
in figure 4 .11. '!he occurrence of a shift in best focus can be explained using 
figure 4.12. 

-2.7 

-2.75 

-2.8 

-2.85 

~ 
-2.1 

! -2.15 

g -3 

... -3.05 ... 
lil 

.!1 -3.1 

-3.15 

-3.2 

-3.25 

0.1 03 0~ 0.4 0.& 
deqree of cxlherence 11 

figure 4.11: : focus shift as a fulctioo of a for the 436m lens determined 
with the image sensor 

actual wave frc:nt 

\ ideal ~ric wave froot 

-- I ------\ ----- ·paraxial focus 
\ 1 best focus 
\/ rginal focus 

figure 4.12: Shifting best focus as a result of wave frcnt aberratioos. 

For a paraxial ray the focus is in a different position than for a margillal 
ray if the lens suffers fran aberrations that distort the wave froot fran an 
ideal sphere. The rneasurements are taken only in the centre of ~~ field so 
that spherical aberration will be the rost inp:>rtant one. '!he best focus will 
be located between the paraxial and the naninal focus. 'Ihe exact posi tien 
depends on the relative intensity of the various rays that enter the entrance 
~il of the projection lens. 'Ihe best focus tlrus vàries with the intensity 
distrimtion over the entrance p.~pil and tlrus with a. In figure 4.11 this is 
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Sectien 4: coherence effect on the image 

shown for the 436nm lens. 

4.4.3 results of Prolith simulations 

'!he effect of coherence is simulated using the simulatic:n program Prolith 
( sectien 4.2). First the aerial image calculatioos are examined (figure 4.13). 

0.1 

0.11 

0.7 

~ 0.11 

i 0.5 V ~.1 

0.4 x ~.19 
el 

• ~.34 
().3 

0 ~.46 

0.2 + ~.57 

a ~.64 
0.1 

0 

0 2 4 
fOC\III positim (llicrCI'lll) 

figure 4 .13: ( relati ve) Ml'F as a functioo of defocus as predicted by 
Prolith for various coherencies for a 46 lens. 

'!he neasured ( relati ve) Ml'F ( figure 4 .10) arrl the ( relati ve) MI'F calculated 
by Proli th ( figure 4 .13) show that the calculated MI'F is rather insensi ti ve to 
a carpared to the neasurenents with the image sensor. As a result the CD will 
be a -weak function of a in the calculations ( figure 4.14) . 

If the defocus is large Prolith prediets an increase in the MI'F resulting 
in a secondary maxiiiUll\. A secorxlary maxiiiUll\ is also observed in the image 
sensor neasurenents. It will be the result of the zero and first orders of 
neighbouring lines that interfere giving a contribution to the mcdulatian at 
wafer level. '!he neasured locations of the miniiiUll\ arrl the secorrlary maxiiiUll\ 
heMever does not carply with the Prolith calculations. 

'!he conclusian is that the aerial image calculations used in Prolith are 
not accurate enough for our p1rposes. As a resul t Proli th does not calculate 
useful resist profiles with respect to caberenee effects (figure 4.14). 
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figure 4.14: CD arrl side wall angle as ftmction of coherence calculated 
with Prolith for a 436nm lens (naninal line width-0.9 mieren) 

4. 5 Conclusions 

Al though the measurenents wi th the inage sensor are carried out on a 
different lens type than the measurenents in resist the ccnclusions that can 
be drawn that the experiments confirm each ether • As the reticle is 
illuminated rore coherent ( lower a) the depth of focus increases in both 
cases. At the same time it fellows fran the image sensor measurements that the 
MI'F increases decreasing a which would result in better a image quality. 'Ibis 
is confirmed by the increased side wall angles measured in resist. 

Fran the measurenents in the resist it showed that 0.6 micron lines can be 
printed using sneller coherencies at resanable depthof focus of abaut 1.7 
micron ( o=O. 36) • For a= 0. 36 even 0. 5 micron lines cleared for a single focus 
position. If the lower coherencies are to be used in production steppers 
additional experiments are required to study the effects on different 
gecnetrical structures (steps, squares, corners etc) in order to determine the 
best coherence for arrt structure. Unwanted interterenee effects at low a could 
disturb the image completely. 

Since the aerial image calculations of Prolith V1.2 are not accurate enough 
for our J;Urposes (variable coherence) the resist profiles calculated are not 
of practical use exarrdning coherence effects. 
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A!pnti.x 2: Image sensor signa! 
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figure A. 2: a pericxiic grating 

'lhe reticle is haoogeneously illuminated with an intensity I . At the 
grating the Fourier catp:>nents of the square functicn all are ~ffracted in 
different directions. 'lhe Fourier series for a square functicn is given by: 
( subscript: r = reticle ; i= image sensor). 

Ao oo 2JD1X . An Iodr . mrlr 
I (x) = 2 + t 1 A cos( --) Wlth -

2
- = smc(--) 

r n= n Pr Pr Pr 
A Id 

arrl -f- = ___.2__E. = averaged intensi ty over the reticle plane 
Pr 

If the pedexiicity of the reticle is small enough (near the resoluticn 
limit) only the zero arrl first orders are brought tagether by the lens en the 
wafer plane to create an image. In this discussicn cnly the zero arxi first 
orders are taken into consideration. In the ideal case is the intensity 
distribution in the wafer plane: 

I0dr 2 I
0
dr rtd 2 I (x) = -- +· sinc(--r) cos( nx ) 

w Pr Pr Pr Pr 

'lhe first orders will not be transfered to the image coopletely (see figure 
1.9). The fraction of the first order that is transfered to the image is equal 
to the M1'F, so that the intensi ty distributicn at wafer level is: 

I d o r 
I (x) = -- + 
w Pr 

2 I d o r 
Pr 

rtd 
sinc(--r) cos( 2nx ) * M1'F 

Pr Pr 

'Ibis signa! can be sanpled wi th an image sensor which ccnsists of a JIDilable 
grating at wafer level arrl a I;h:>to detector. For a single sli t at wafer level 
the measured intensi ty is: ( sli t posi tien x' ; sli t width - di ) 

I! (x') = 1 
{ .....2....E. + 0 r sine(--) cos(- ) * M1'F } dx' j '+O.Sd. I d 2 I d rtdr 2nx 

1 x' .Sd. Pr Pr Pr Pr 

= 

1 

I d d. o r 1 
+ 

Pr 

2 I d d. o r 1 

Pr 

rtd rtd. 2 , 
sinc(--r) sinc(--1 ) cos(.....!!!.....) * M1'F 

Pr Pr Pr 

'lhe image sensor consists of N slits (N>>l) so that the image sensor signa! 
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.AWerrlix 2: Image sensor signa! 

for these N slits becanes : (if pi/ Pr is ~ integer) 

I d d.N 2 I d d.N JTd 
I () N '( ') or1 + or1 s1'nc(--r) . x •N,L1 I. x • 
1 • 1 Pr Pr Pr 

nd. 2nx 
sinc(--1) cos(-) *Ml'F 

Pr Pr 

DC 

x_,.. 

figure A.3: Image sensor signal 

'1he Ml'F can be determined fran the measured ratio (.Anp;DC): 

-1 ndr -1 ndi 
Ml'F- (.Anp;DC) *(0.5 sine (p) sine (p ) 

r r 
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~stant are stabil ity 
iformity of light distribution (shown in Fig.2) 
Jer range of temperature control (cooling) in lamphouse. 
!Cial design enables lamp to achieve longer life 
:>wn in Fig. 3). 
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U~1l super high-pressure mercury làmps are specially designed and manufacture •. ) 
for photolitlzographic application, particularly for mask aligners, 
wafer steppers and photo repeaters in tlze semiconductor industry. 

These lamps are easily handled and feature strong fine spectrum in the ultraviolet regio11, 
smal/ and stabie are, reliab/e operational performance etc. - all requisite co11ditions for 
sophisticated plzotolitlzographic application. 
To obtain high performance and full/ife from these /amps, it is strongly recommended 
tlzat the user comprehends the characteristics and properusage described herein. 
Bestdes basic general information, specifications and technica/ data of USH-350DP lamps 
arealso providedas typtcal examples. 

1 . Outstanding features Owing to the following outstanding 
features, USH super high-pressure mercury 
lamps are the best choice as light sourees 
for fine-line lithography in the semiconduc· 
tor industry. 

1 I Efficient UV output 
Discharge vessels of USH lamps are made 
of quartz glass and they are tilled with a 
small amount of inert gas and mercury. 
When the USH lamp is operated under 
high internal gas pressure and high tem
perature conditions, the mercury emits 
a peculiar radiation withstrong speetral 
lines in the ultraviolet region. Efficiency 
of this UV radiation is remarkably high 
against electrical energy consumption 
compared withother types of light sou rees. 

2. Lamp structure The circled figures used below correspond 
to those used in Fig. 1 

2-t-tJ Ouartz glass bulb CD is tilled with a 
small amount of argon gas and accurately 
measured quantity of mercury. During 
lamp operation, the internal gas pressure 
reaches approximately 30 atmospheres of 
pressure and temperature of the external 
bulb surface reaches about 700°C. 

2-1-2. Reflective gold coating ® is partially 
applied on the bulb CD. stem and also on 
the gas-filling tip ® to facilitate mercury 
evaporation. 

2) Stabie light output 
USH lamps are operated under direct 
current with a specially designed ballast 
and starter, giving extremely stabie light 
output. 
With the use of a control circuit, light 
output can be maintained at a set level 
for long-term operation. 

3) Point light souree 
Are sizes of USH lamps range trom ap
proximately 2mm to 4mm and can almost 
be assumed as point light sources. Because 
of this feature, light output can easily be 
condensed and also be diverged with lenses, 
mirrors etc. to achieve flat irradiation 
uniformi!Y on waters. 

the anode electrode is designed larger than 
the cathode electrode. 

2- t -4: Conductive foils ® which carry and 
lead electrical current to and trom elec
trades are designed taking into considera· 
tion the maximum lamp current during the 
start-up period. 

2-1-5 Bulb ® is sealed airtight at the 
conductive foil ® portions. Structure of 
these sealing portions is so designed to 
maintain complete airtightness against 
thermal variation of quartz glass and 
metal. 

) 

) 

2-1-3 Electrades ®· ® are made of tungsten 
material to withstand high temperature ex
ceeding 2000°C caused by arcing at the 
pointed ends. Tungsten material containing 
a substance of high thermionic emission 
efficiency is used as electrades to improve 
start-up characteristics. Electrode sizes are 
determined by respective thermal load, and 

2- t -6 lamp ends are covered with cylin
drical metal bases Cf) with threaded pin (9) 

and sleeve nut rv tor electrical connectior ) 
to the power source. The anode metal 
base is impressed with lamp type and serial 
number and the "UP" mark on the cathode 
metal base serves to guide proper position· 
ing of lamp installation and operation. 



Fig. 1 Lamp structure (USH-3500P) Fig. 2 Lamp dim3nsions (USH·3500P)· 

m------- Threaded pin ® 

1-------- Sleeve nut @ 

'\"'t-~---Tip@ 

lLt"-r-------- eathode electrode @ 

t----- Bulb CD 
"1------ (mercury) 

L...CL...J"-""' 

~W~------ Reflective gold coating @ 
Hi------- Anode electrode @ 
1t------- eonductive foil ® 

Tabla 1 Lamp characteristics (USH-3500P) 

Charactaristics Ratings 

Electrical Input power 350±35 (W) 
characteristics 

Oparating voltage 60±6 (V) 

Oparating current 5-7 (A) 

Optica I Luminous flux 18000 (lm) 
charactaristics 

Horizontal light 1900 (cd) 
intensity 

Are dimensions 3.0 x 1.0 (mm) 

Light output within 50°-130° 
distribution from lamp 

vertical axis 

Oparating Type of current oe 
condit i ons 

Burning position within ±45° from 
vertical position 

Cooling natura! convection 
cooling 

lgnition voltage 10 min. (KV) 

Secondary open 100-15o lVI oe 
circuit voltage 
of ballast 

eurrent ripple 10% max. 

Output range 318-385 (W) 
of ballast 

Life Average life 600 (hr) 

· Threaded pin 

L, 

Threaded pin 

Standard dimensions 

L, 124mm 
101mm 
48mm 
20mm 
10mm 
15mm 

L2 
L, 
o, 
02,03 ... ---
L4 ,L5 -------

Threaded pin - - - - - - - No.8- 32UNe 

Ramarks 

* 

*should be controlled depanding upon 
lamp voltage so that lamp input power 
is in the 315W to 385W range 

* 

' * 

* 

full direction around lamp vertical axis 

upward placement of cathode metal base 
(marked "UP") 

forced air cooling necessary when metal-
base surface tempersture exceeds 250° C 

in case of H.V. pulse 

output of ballast should remaio within 
this range regardless of line voltage 
fluctuations 

End of life is defined as follows. 
( 1i UV output decreasas below 80% of 

initia! value 
(2) Are flicker increases beyond 10% 
(3) Lamp ceases to operate under 

specified operating conditions 

• denotes initia/ characteristics 



3. Lamp characteristics 3-1 Outline 
Lamp characteristics are classified and 
described as follows. 

1. Start-up characteristics 
These express lamp ignitability and also 
transient electrical characteristics during 
the start-up period trom mercury evapora· 
tion until are stabilization. 

2. Performance characteristics 
These express electrical characteristics 
aher the lamp has reached a stabie state 
of operation. 

3. Light-output characteristics 
These express light-output characteristics 
while the lamp is in stabie operatien and 
are classified as spectral-distribution 
characteristics showing UV radiation 
intensity and light·distribution characteris
tics. 

4. UV output-decrement characteristics 
These express UV radiation decrement 
versus accumulated hours of lamp opera
tien. 

A detailed explanation of each group of 
characteristics is given below. 

3-2 Start-up characteristics 
3-2-1 When high-voltage, high-frequency 
pulse is applied to the lamp by actuating 
the starter, a dielectric breakdown dis
charge ionizes the argon gas inside the bulb, 

ánd the argon ions bombard the cathode 
electrode which cause it to heat up and 
eventually start thermionic emission. 
Backed up by current supplied trom the 
ballast, are discharging develops between 
the electrodes. 

3-2-2 lnitially, the are starts to dimly farm 
itself around the electrades and then 
develops to farm an are spot as the internal 
temperature increases with an attendant 
rise in the mercury gas pressure. The are 
spot first hovers around the coil of the 
cathode while the mercury gas pressure is 
low. As mercury gas pressure increases, 
the are spot moves on to the top of the 
cathode electrode. 

3-2-3 As the internal temperature rises 
further, the mercury ends its evaporation 
and, accordingly. the lamp completes its 
start-up, entering into a stabie performanr 
status. 

3-2-4 To ensure the above process trom 
3-2-1 up to 3-2-3, it is necessary that the 
starter, ballast and cooling conditions of 
the lamphouse are compatible with each 
ether. 

3-2-5 Fig. 3 shows lamp voltage and 
lamp current as the tunetion of time 
elapsed trom start-up up to stabie per
formance. 

(3-2·1) Dielectric breakdown caused ·-- High-frequency, high-voltage 
between the electrades pulse from starter 

(3-2·21 Current backs up discharge 
to establish are 

(3-2·31 Temperature continues to 
rise and lamp reaches 
stabie performance status 

Fig. 3 Starting V·1 
characteristics 

··- Second open circuit 
voltage of ballast 

··- Optimum current supply, 
cooling condition 

Stabie performance 

Unstable performance 

Unstable performance 

Stabie performance 

) 

) 

Are spot transition to 
top of cathode 

-T 
Stabilization time 
(2- 5 minutesl NB: I includes rush current 

Fig. 4 Lamp V·l characteristics 
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66 

J15w 350
w385w 

iX.justable 
1 outputrange 
i of ballast 

6~5 (A) 

3-2·6 The lamp does nat praeeed to a 
stabie performance state and remains 
unstable as shown in Fig. 3 with dotted 
curves under the following conditions. 
1) Too low of input power below the 

specified limit 
2) Excessive cooling 
3) lnsufficient supply current 

3-3 Performance characteristics 
3-3-1 Electrical characteristics during 
stabie performance are shown 

in Fig.4. 

) 



3-3-2 When lamp operation has stabilized 
under optimum temperature condition, 
lamp voltage reaches a specific value 
depending upon the electrode gap dimen
sion and mercury gas pressure at that time. 
The lamp current is subject to and varies 
depending upon the output power of 
ballast. Accordingly, each lamp perfarms 
inside the shaded area as shown in Fig. 4. 

3-3-3 Three lamps- "A, (at the upper limit 
of lamp voltage). B (at the center of lamp 
voltage), c (at the lower limit of lamp 
voltage) - operatealong their respective 
curves as the input power varies. 

3-3-4 Each input-varied curve is almost 
straight inside the shaded area, however, 
as the lamp input power decreases, they 
tend to show a steeper curve. This results 
from an extreme drop in the lamp voltage 
due to insufficient mercury evaporation 
or non-evaporation caused by a drop in 
the lamp temperature under low input 
power. 

3-3-5 The shaded area of Fig. 4 re
presents lamp V-1 characteristics at the 
initial stage of lamp life. The lamp voltage 
increases due to deterioration of electrode 
material etc. as the operation hours ac
cumulate. 

3-3-6 When the lamp cooling condition 
changes, the V-1 curves vary as shown in 
Fig. 5 below. 

Fig. 5 Characteristics variatien by cooling 
conditions 
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3-3-7 Lamp B in Fig. 4 traces curve CO 
in Fig. 5 under optimum cooling condi
tions. When cooling conditions change, 
the lamp traces other curves respectively 
® (weaker cooling thanCD), @and tiJ (stron

ger cooling than([;). 

3-3-8 Under excessive cooling conditions 
like i'Sj and !4), the lamp voltage drops 
extremely even though the lamp is control
led within specified input power range. 

3-3-9 As described above, it is important 
that the lamp be operated under optimum 
cooling conditions and input power for 
stabie performance. Input power below 
the specified limit or excessive cooling will 

cause irisufficient mercury evaporation or 
non-evaporation resulting in unstable 
performance with a corresponding decrease 
in light output. In some cases, lamp life is 
greatly shortened. 
On the contrary, excessive input power or 
lack of cooling will cause lamp overheating 
and may damage some part of the lamp or 
cause explosion in some cases. 

3-4 Light-output characteristics 
3-4-1 Speetral distribution curve is as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

~(%1 
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"' ~ 80 
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.; 60 
a: 

Fig. 6 Speetral distribution curve 

365 436 

405 

3-4-2 The speetral distribution curve is 
featured by intensive mercury radiation 
lines in the ultraviolet region (365nm - i 
line, 405nm - h line, 436nm - g line). 
In the violet, visible and intrared regions, 
continuous spectrum exists only at the same 
level. Spectrum in the visible region appears 
pale (blue-white). 

3-4-3 lntensity of each radiation line 
varies in proportion to input power. How
ever, they drop excessively in the unstable 
performance region shown in Fig. 4 
and 5. 

3-4-4 As lamp operation hours accumulate, 
electrode material etc. spatter on to the 
inner bulb surface and these spatterings 
obstruc~ radiation resulting in reduced 
radiation output. 

3-4-5 Light-output distribution is as shown 
in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 Light-output distribution curve 
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3-4-6 The light-output distribution curve is 
almost spherica!ly symmetrie, except for 
the area obstructed by the cathode and 
reflective coating. 



4. Matching with 
lighting device 

3-5 UV output-decrement characteristics 
3-5-1 . Fig. 8 represents the decrement 
characteristics of major speetral lines. 

Fig. 8 UV output-decrement characteristics 

436nm 

365.405nm 

- Operatien hours 

3-5-2 Decrement of UV output results 
trom a decrease in effective radiation due 
to spatterings on the inner bulb surface as 
operation hours accumulate. 

3-5-3 Frequent lamp on-off and high 
current ripple of ballast will provake 
spatterings and shorten lamp life. 

3-5-4 While UV output.decrement occurs 
as shown in Fig. 8, the lamp life itself 
depends upon the degree of electrode 
deterioration and accumulation of thermal 
stress in the bulb etc. The lamp should be 
replaced after 600 accumulated hours of 

For optimum lamp performance, it is very 
important that the lighting device be well 
designed in every respect - optical system, 
electrical schematic, mechanica! structure, 
thermal characteristics, operational proce
dure and maintenance. Required matching 
conditions of the lighting device tor stabie 
lamp operation within specified range of 
ratings are summarized below. 

4-1 Lamphouse 
4-1-1 Lamp in operation radiates intense 
ultraviolet rays. Lamp should be operated 
in a lamphouse to prevent direct visual 
observation and radiation exposure. The 
lamphouse also provides proteetion in the 
event of a lamp explosion due to misopera· 
tion etc. 

4-1-2 The lamp is so designed to reach 
optimum temperature under natural 
conveetien cooling. For this reason, the 

N2 gas flow ar 
air flow 

11 \\ 

Heat sink 

operation and when the necessary illumi
natinglevel is not attained even though the 
lamp input power is increased up to the 
maximum limit. 

Reference: Light output control 
Light output varies in proportion to lamp 
input power. Therefore, when light output 
decreases as operation hours accumulate, 
this decrease can be compensated by added 
input power. Thus, light output can be 
maintained at a constant level and the 
exposure time remains the same. In this 
case, lamp input power is set within the 
shaded area in the following figure. There 
should be ballast of smal/ f/uctuations of 
output power against fine voltage fluctua
tions. 

; (W) 

~ 385 
a. 

ll350 
a. I 

I 
E 315 
j 

------------------~---
1 
I 
I 
I 

600 (hr.l 
Operation hours 

lamphouse should have adequate room to 
facilitate natural convection. In case of a 
closed type or smalllamphouse which 
causes the lamp to exceed the optimum 
temperature, toreed air cooling should be 
applied so as to control the lamp to stabilize 
near this temperature. 

4-1-3 When there is no local heating-up of 
lamp "ue to light focusing or concentra
tion, the metal base temperature can be 
substituted as the parameter of lamp 
temperature. Cooling conditions should 
be set so that the metal base temperature 
stabilizes below 250°C at maximum 
input power and over 180°C at minimum 
input power. 

4-1-4 Maintain proper cooling conditions 
so that the lamp is cooled uniformly. lf 
the bulb is blown directly by a nozzle, 
local non-vaporization of mercury results. 



4-2 lamp installation 
. 4-2-1 The correct polarity of the met al 
base is upward, as marked. lf the lamp is 
operated with reversed polarity (upside 
down), it will incur instant damage. 

4-2-2 Allowable lamp inclination is within 
±45° trom upright position. However, it is 
recommended that the lamp not be operat
ed in an inclined position as it would 
affect the thermal conveetien and are 
plasma contiguration inside the bulband 
cause local heating-up. 

4-2-3 Fix the lamp on only one end allow
ing the other end to expand freely to 
absorb torsions, bending force etc. due to 
thermal expans_ion of lamp during opera
tien. For electrical conneetion to the 
other end, attach flexible lead wire using 
the nut. 

4-2-4 Lead wires and terminal lugs should 
have enough capacity to withstand lamp 
rush current during lamp ignition. 
Ascertain that electrical connections are 
tight, otherwise, loose connections will 
cause increased contact resistance and 
accordingly will heat up. 

4-2-5 As high-frequency, high-voltage 
pulse is applied to the anode (+) side, the 
anode metal base and its metallic holder 
should be isolated trom adjacent metallic 
parts of the lamphouse by at least 30mm 
to avoid leakage. 

4-3 Optica! alignment 
·4-3-1 In any of the optica! systems illustrat
ed below, the maximum angles of usabie 
flux are a = 40° and (3 = 40° 

4-3-2 Dimensions of each lamp vary 
slightly trom one another within the 
specified tolerance. For the purpose of 
ensuring optica! focusing, it is indispensable 
to accommodate an optical axis adjusting 
mechanism having an adjustable range of 
±2mm each in X, Y and Z directions. 

4·3-3 In mirror focusing type (a). do not 
focus on the sealing portion and anode 
metal base. In the rear mirror type (cl, do 
not focus on the bulb envelope or elec
trades. 

5. Others 5-1-1 The lamp should not be touched 
with bare hands as any fingerprints on the 
quartz glass during operatien will cause 
lossof transparency where imprints 
remain. 

(a) Mirror focusing 
type 

(b) Lens focusing type 

(c) Rear mirror type 

4-4 Ballast and starter 
4-4-1 Ballast and starter are necessary to 
ignite and operate a lamp. Starter must 
be capable of gt:nerating high-frequency, 
high-voltage pulse over 10KV as this 
voltage is indispensable to dielectric 
breakdown between the electrades and 
tor are development. Ballast consists of 
rectification and smoothing elements, 
current limiting element etc., and serves 
to supply the current necessary to main
tain are. The secondary open-circuit 
voltage should be 1.5 to 2.0 times the 
lamp voltage. This secondary open-circuit 
voltage depends upon the circuit time 
constant and output current of ballast. 
Optimum rush current during the ignition 
and transient period is necessary. 

4-4-2 The lamp voltage increases gradually 
due to deterioration of electrades etc. as 
eperation hours accumulate. Accordingly, 
lower the lamp current gradually, otherwise, 
lamp input power will continue to increase 
and exceed the specified value. This will 
cause lamp overheating and eventually 
damage the lamp. lt is recommended that 
constant power type ballast be used so that 
the lamp input power remains constant 
throughout operation. 

4-4-3 The specified range of input-power 
regulation is rated input power ±10%. 
Output power fluctuations of ballast are 
to be controlled within this regulation 
range. The specified output current ripple 
is 10% maximum. 

5-1-2 During transportation and installa
tion, the lamps should be handled in such 
a way that physical shock and vibration 
are avoided. Axial impact, especially, 
may cause irreparable damage to the 
lamp. 


